Bergland

LP News Interview With Dave
During his June 7 visit to Houston, LP
Presidential candidate David Bergland
was

able

to

give

a

two-hour recorded in¬

terview

with

Holmes.

Bergland had flown
after leaving El Paso at 5

Houston

LP

and the interview

News

was

Editor Mike

into
a.m.,

conducted in the

will appear in the September issue,
with the major campaign issues.

deals

By all accounts you've been a very
successful attorney and businessman.
What motivates you to spend weeks and
months on the road stumping for Liber¬
LPN:

tarian ideas?

and

Bergland: My own personal goal of hav¬
ing freedom for me and for the rest of
the people of America is really the cen¬
tral element in my motivation. 1 can't im¬
agine anything that could be a greater

the airport, during lunch,
Bergland's hotel suite in between
his radio and newspaper interviews. The
interview, conducted before the final out¬
come of the Democratic primary race,
covered a wide range of topics and has
been divided into two parts. Part I, which
appears in this issue, deals primarily with
the LP campaign effort. Part II, which

adventure for

one

look back on in one's
have been the Liber¬

to

future life than to
tarian

the LP presidential nomination.
been the most surprising
discovery you’ve made since you’ve been
What

PART I: THE CAMPAIGN

limousine from
at

LPN: It's been almost 10 months since
you won

Party presidential candidate.

has

nominated?

Bergland: I would say that I've been
mildly surprised. One of the things hap¬
pening in some places is that the party
is really taking on more of a grassroots
and local flavor. Libertarian Party ac¬
tivists

are

more

involved in their local

communities and less at the state level.
As I travel
a

through the states and go to

number of different localities and

com¬

LP Presidential Candidate

Bergland

munities. the

people are interested in do¬
ing the things there, running for office
there. Going to a state party convention
is not what really turns them on.

LPN: How do you feel about your
Nightline and Crossfire TV appearances?
xou nervous? Do you look forward
similar TV interviews in the future?

Were
to

LPN: Do you think that's healthyfor the
party?
Bergland: Yes, I think that's one inter¬
pretation of it. I mean that's the optimistic
interpretation. I hope it is true. Oh, for
instance, I was just in El Paso yesterday
and we had a lot of good activism there,

Bergland: Going into both I think, it’s

there will be several candidates there,

Nightline appearance was brief and I
would say I was at an advantage by be¬
ing the last person asked a question.
Everybody—Democrat, Republican, John
Anderson and Gus Hall—who appeared

we

had

a

reception which

tended. and
But,

as

far

a

as

from El Paso

was

well at¬

lot of interest in the
I know, only two
are

going to

area.

people
the

come to

natural

to

be

a

little

nervous,

and I

was.

nervous going on live
television because there isn't anyway to
I'm

always

recover or

a

little

up”, in a real effective
make mistakes. I don't feel
mistakes in those two. The

“shore

fashion, if you
I made any

Continued, page 9

(Texas) state convention.

NatCom Meets in NY
Rochester, NY

Willis Debuts in Indiana
Gary, IN

-

The First Congressional

District of Indiana does not appear, at in¬
itial glance, to be easy territory for Liber¬

tarian Party
member has

candidates. In fact, no LP
ever run for Congress from
here before now. It traditionally votes
heavily Democratic, is economically
dependent upon the blue collar but decli¬
ning steel business, and is home to one of
America’s first black mayors, Richard
Hatcher of Gary.
But when Indiana gubernatorial can¬
didate Jim Ridenour began recruiting

-

The Libertarian Par¬

ty National Committee, which functions
as the LP’s board of directors, held a suc¬
cessful

that its role ends there. “To me, af¬
firmative action comes from within.

notes

are plenty of obstacles in
everybody’s way, what you have to do is
get over them.”
A 20-year veteran of the U.S. Steel
mills in Gary, Willis speaks out against
quotas on steel and other foreign im¬
ports. “If a company cannot compete in
the marketplace, then it should go out of
business. If you don’t have the possibility
of failure, you can’t put forth your best

There

meeting in Rochester, NY over the
July 27-29, hosted by LP ac¬
tivist John Sproul and the very energetic
Rochester area Free Libertarian Party
organization. The meeting itself, one of
three NatCom meetings scheduled for
1984, covered a wide variety of routine
matters and gave NatCom members a

weekend of

chance to evaluate the progress

honestly tells all who ask
a politician, I don’t talk
tactfully, and I don’t talk like a politi¬
cian.” But, politician or not, there are a

of ballot
drives, the presidential campaign, and
party administrative matters.
The NatCom meeting, which was open
to the public, was also covered by a local
paper, the Times-Union, and one of the
two major local TV stations, WHEC, on
the 6 p.m. news. The meeting was capped
with a Saturday evening banquet featur¬
ing a speech by 1980 LP Presidential can¬
didate (and 1984 Bergland for President
Committee Chair) Ed Clark. Clark’s
speech was an insightful and thoughtful

listeners to the LP’s 1st Con¬

evaluation of the 1984 ticket’s chances.

cess

He concluded that

The FEC report noted that the LP and
its candidates are still being harassed by

efforts to

success.

American know-how is
Continued, page

candidates to fill all ten state congres¬

sional seat races, James Willis stepped
forward and agreed, although he
repeated and

that “I’m not

lot of

new

gressional District candidate, and a lot of
his audience is surprised at his message
and impressed with his delivery.
“If I was affirmative, I’d get all the ac¬
tion that I need,” Willis noted in a recent
news interview, in response to a question
about affirmative

a

landslide is probable,

Reagan electoral

which should help

generate additional votes for the

Bergland/Lewis ticket and help deal with
the so'-called “wasted vote” problem.
Clark’s speech pointed out the “liber¬
tarian camouflage” of the Reagan ad¬
ministration’s words, in contrast to its
performance, and analyzed the many
shortcomings of the Democratic ticket
and phony “independent” efforts, like

action, which he op¬

“To us Libertarians, that’s
nothing but reverse discrimination,
reverse racism,” he said. Willis said he
prefers to be judged on “content of
character,” not “color of skin”. Willis
agrees that the governement has an
obligation to eradicate overt racism, but

3

poses.

John Anderson’s.
With respect to

James Willis

—

Ind. 1st Cong. District

NatCom meeting
business, the LP headquarter report

Ed Clark addresses NatCom banquet

noted the considerable progress

made
improvements. The
highlight of the Treasurer’s report was
news that the ambitious 1984 LP budget,
which is approximately 20% higher than
the 1983 budget, was slightly above target
as of June 30, despite the absence of large
donors and considerable competition for
funds by national, state and local cam¬
paigns as well as expensive state ballot ac¬

with recent computer

efforts.

the government election bureaucracy.
The Finance Committee report observed
that the average contribution is $25 and
that the number of contributors has risen
from 2,300

in 1982 to over 7,000 this
It is estimated that they may top
10,000 by year end. A report on Dan
Wiener’s Libertarian Letters project

year.

noted that several hundred letters have
been

catalogued

LP members.

far, nationwide, by
Reports were also

so

Continued, page 2
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Cong. Ron Paul Speaks

During the past decade. Congressman Ron Paul has emerged as a
dynamic spokesman for a truly American political philosophy. His
articulate and consistent advocacy of sound money, economic and
civil liberty, a strong defense, and a non-interventionist foreign policy
have brought him national acclaim.

at Givot Fundraiser
Chicago, IL

-

Libertarian U.S. Senate

candidate Steven Givot announced

on

August 14 that U.S. Congressman Ron
Paul (Rep.) of the 22nd District of Texas,
would be the featured guest speaker for
his fundraising dinner to be held at the
Chicago Palmer House Hotel on
September 7. Rep. Paul, who has been in
Congress since 1976, was defeated in his
bid for the Republican Senate nomina¬
tion in Texas earlier this year, and is con¬
sidered by many to be the most explicitly
libertarian oriented politician to hold
high office in recent memory. Givot, in
^ his first LP race, faces incumbent
Republican Illinois Senator Charles Per¬
cy, considered far too liberal by many
Republicans and conservatives, and
Democratic challenger Rep. Paul Simon,
also considered

m

a

liberal.

Dr. Paul

July 4th festivities started out with a
suburban Des Plaines parade in which
Givot and supporters were cheered as
they filed by with signs reading “CHEER

tion to win the “balance of power”

margin in the race, a feat which occurred
during the extremely close 1982 Illinois
gubernatorial race. As Givot puts it, “A
Libertarian vote is a vote against the ad¬
vocates of big govemment-Percy and
Simon.”
The Givot

campaign is also aided by its
professional media campaign,
spearheaded by Media Coordinator
Jeanne Kipp. This effort has yielded an
impressive number of press releases,
nearly one a day, and has resulted in a
valuable presence in the state’s news
media. One of the recent developments
well-run

has been the weekly award of Givot’s
a

and

Commission,

others.
of Givot’s press release
barrage have included Treasury Secretary
among

Other targets

Continued, page 3

NatCom Meets in Rochester
LP News and by the audit

National LP has continued this

The Bergland for President Committee

“emergency loan” effort and approx¬
imately 75% of the needed amount has

reported that they had relinquished their
role in the 1984 LP ballot ac¬
cess efforts as of July 23. They reported
that they had done all they could do for
ballot access, had spent a large propor¬

been raised to date. National Director

tion of their available funds

cent

^leadership

on

ballot

ac¬

and believed they also had a major
responsibility to direct their attention and
resources to other important aspects of
the Bergland/Lewis campaign. National

cess,

effort.

Other matters discussed included

re¬

legal victories, two of which (Wyom¬
ing, Oklahoma) were the result of efforts
by Tulsa attorney Jim Linger. In
response to discussion about the role of
the National LP, New York Chair John

Chair Paul Grant authorized the Na¬

Francis volunteered to coordinate sugges¬
tions from NatCom members and State

day-to-day basis by the National LP

for 1985

ed

an

additional $40,000 in loans to cover

immediate short term ballot
In

was

access costs.

impressive show of confidence,
$10,000 in loans and $1,000 in gifts
raised on the spot for this effort. The

an

over
—

Honey Lanham, assisted by LP consult¬
Marshall Fritz, has spearheaded this

ant

tional LP to pick up the leadership role in
ballot access efforts, to be directed on a
staff. The National Committee authoriz¬

unopposed '
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Republican Senator. In fact, New Right
political activists Terry Dolan (who heads
the National Conservative Caucus PAC)
and Howard Phillips (who heads the
Conservative Caucus PAC) have thrown
their support behind Givot’s campaign as
a consequence of their dissatisfaction
with incumbent Perry and Simon’s reluc¬
tance to accept conservative support. An

screw impaling a taxpayer, which
has been bestowed to Percy, Simon,
Mondale and the International Trade

on

Congress^

dissatisfaction with the incumbent

large

committee.

was

Chairs

as to

what should be considered

goals and strategies for the LP.

The annual setting of National LP

goals and objectives, budgetary matters
and other national party business will be
on the agenda at the December NatCom
meeting, to be held in Salt Lake City,
Utah. ■

electm-

November 1982.

has been aid¬
ed by several factors, among which are
Steven Givot’s high profile and positive
reputation resulting from his successful
options trading career, and considerable

Givot’s high profile efforts greatly aid¬
ed the state’s ballot drive effort this year,

presented

Congress and won a special
in for his first full term in !»'••

January 1981, and

The LP Senate campaign

ing this year.”

1

for

°d'nnC

additional factor is Givot’s avowed inten¬

From page

ran

was sworn

IF YOU HATE TAXES.”

Givot, 34, is a member of the Chicago
Board Options /Exchange and the
Chicago Board of Trade and is running
the highest visibility campaign in the
history of the Illinois LP. The $50-a-plate
fund raiser is expected to draw a large
crowd, and the news media have been in¬
vited to come as Givot’s guests. His
previous fund-raising dinner held on May
16 set LP records, drawing a crowd of
over 400. In announcing plans for the
September 7th dinner, Givot said, “It is a
rare privilege to have a man of Ron
Paul’s stature and prominence come to
speak at such an event. It is indicative of
the broad support for my campaign by
both Republicans and Democrats who
are disenchanted with their party’s offer¬

public events, such as his July 4th
Barrington Hills picnic, drew over 800
friends and supporters who enjoyed hot
dogs, hamburgers, soft drinks and beer.

He

The

“Big Screw” award, complete with

August 1984
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Mont. Candidates Wow
AFL-CIO Members
Helena, MT

-

The headlines carried by

the state AP wire service said it all:

“Dodge Blasts Government Interven¬
Brings Unions to

tion” and “Libertarian
Their Feet”.

Larry Dodge, LP gubernatorial candi¬
date, and Neil Halprin, Montana LP
senatorial candidate, were invited to
speak at the state’s annual AFL-CIO
convention in Helena on August 17 and
18 and received a suprisingly good recep¬
tion, according to press reports. For the
first time in recent memory, a non-

Democratic political candidate received a

standing ovation from the convention,
complete with whistles and sustained ap¬
plause, which

was

the result of Halprin’s

impassioned speech denouncing the
Reagan administration’s dismal record in
labor relations. Halprin’s reception ex¬
ceeded that given to the Republican
challenger and even for incumbent
Democratic Senator Max Baucus.

Halprin’s speech pointed out that the
Reagan administration has done
everything it can to break unions and to
balance the federal budget on the backs
of working people. Halprin noted that
union members cannot expect to get help
from the federal government, and urged
union members to “take control of their
own

destinies” by using large union pen¬

prises which support organized labor’s
goals.
Larry Dodge said he stands “for
removal of government from the realm
of employer-employee relations, except
where agression or deception occurs.”
He went

on to note

that Libertarians sup¬

port all voluntary relations contracted for
between employees and employers, that

they oppose state laws forbidding union
shops, closed shops or laws providing for
“right to work” or “yellow dog” con¬
tracts. “I find any of these arrangements
permissible if contracted voluntarily bet¬
ween employers and employees without
interference from the state,” Dodge told
the AFL-CIO audience, “but none of
them should be specified in the law as

legal or illegal.”
Following the strong applause for LP
candidate Halprin, Republican Attorney
General candidate Doug Kelly told the
convention he was glad he wasn’t a
preacher having to follow Halprin’s
“hellfire and brimstone” speech. Kelly,
in fact, has been a pastor for the past
several years.

Halprin, who was involved in
Party politics prior to his
Libertarian Party activity, said he was
amazed by the positive reception he
Democratic

received. ■

sion funds to invest in business enter¬
A social break at the

July NatCom meeting. (1) Author Alan Burris and LP Vice Chair Mary
Gingell visit in front of a newsclipping display, (r) David Walter, LP treasurer, talks with SIL
President Don Ernsberger and NatCom member at large Ruth Bennett.

IP NEWS

Willis Surprised
with Campaign

Reception
From page

1

the best. I believe

will compete

and
can compete with the best,” he observes.
He ends up this by asking, “Should we
buy what America builds, or build what
America buys?”
And while he disavows any prior
speaking experience (“except for speak¬
ing in my church”) Willis manages to get
off some good one-liners. “The question
is not whether Mondale or Reagan is the
lesser of two evils,” he quips, “they
represent the evil of the two lessers.”
While he originally volunteered to be a
candidate on a “hold-the-line” basis,
James Willis said he has “been surprised
at the reception” he has been getting “at
how well (a recent news article) went
we

over”’ with friends and co-workers.

His journey to the libertarian point of
view is fairly typical among active LP
members. As late

as

1976 he considered

himself a Democrat and voted for Jimmy
Carter. But between 1976 and 1980, he
became disenchanted with that view and

began to read a great deal about infla¬
tion, taxes,’civil liberties and military
adverturism. Particularly influential was
Robert Ringer’s book Restoring the
American Dream, which alerted him to
the existence of

a

coherent and consistent

libertarian alternative.
Willis has been

party member for five
years, but had never met another LPer
until this spring. He agreed to run
because “I
have

a

thought it

a name on

was important to
the ballot” in his district,

and notes that many people still find it
“hard to believe” that he is an LP can¬

didate. He wryly observes, “it seems
we’re still the ‘ET’ when it comes to

political thought”, and notes that some
acquaintances find it difficult to ac¬
cept the fact that he speaks from a wellgrounded personal conviction, rather
than at the direction of party leaders.
Since he will be the only black can¬
didate in the race (his two opponents are
white males), he concedes that some of
his support and votes “may come for the
of his

3
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sion, FDIC bank regulations, Supreme
condoning illegal
behavior by law enforcement agencies,
recently enacted tax increases, FDA

reasons” but goes on to note that
with his straightforward libertarian
analysis of the issues, “I’m not trying to
fool people.” His personal observation is
that most people are not aware of
abstract political issues, and pointed out
that a survey he conducted on his job

Givot Pledges
No Tax

revealed that of 20 countries in Central

his claim that the
‘peaked’), govern¬
ment subsidies to business, labor, and in¬
dividuals, Import-Export Bank loan
guarantees, the Federal Trade Commis-

wrong

and South America, most

identify only

people could

one or two.

Willis and his wife

are

both deeply

religious Christians, but he believes that
has no place regulating

Court decisions

Increase

regulations, and the federal bailout of
Continental Illinois National Bank.

From page

2

In another PR blast at his

bipartisan
made a
highly publicized guarantee that he will
opponents, on August 6 Givot

Donald Regan (for
Federal deficit has

never

the government

“self-inflicted” victimless crimes.

Steven Givot

“We’ve spread ourselves too thin,” he
said, “let’s really get down on the violent
criminals, and off of the moral aspects of

what

people are doing voluntarily of their

own

accord.”

Willis faces

an

uphill battle, since the

Steven Givot is clear in his purpose.

district traditionally votes heavily
Democratic. He may benefit from a split

“The so-called”

spirit of bipartisan
cooperation” being touted around
Washington is just another attempt to rip
off the American public, to pick our
pockets, to rob us of our freedoms, and
to move ever further into our personal
and private lives. I have entered this race

in the Democratic ranks this year,
however.

Twenty-year incumbent Adam
Benjamin died of a heart attack in 1982,
and Katie Hall was appointed by Gary
Mayor (and Jesse Jackson supporter)
Richard Hatcher to complete his term. A
split in the Democratic ranks upset Rep.
Hall in the primary this spring, which
may well weaken the Democratic vote.
Willis is realistic, however, but observes,
“being as I don’t expect to win, I can be
as

candid

as

I want.” He nevertheless

without pay-

vote to increase taxes

ing the first $10,000 himself. At a Springfield press conference, Givot showed
reporters a $250,000 personal check
made out to the U.S. Treasury and said it
will be deposited as a bond if he is elected
in November. “I pledge that if I vote for
any bill which increases net spending or
net taxes, I will personally pay the first
$10,000 out of my own pocket into the
U.S. Treasury,” he promised.

to

offer the voters

a true

alternative. As

Libertarian, I reject the dogma that
government should regulate our

personal lives,

or

individual freedoms.” Based

on

economy,

limit

our

restrict

our

his actions

so far, Illinois voters will be
supplied with that alternative when
they enter the polls in November. ■

re¬

well

mains optimistic about his chances both
in the short term and the long term. “I
think that most

Americans, if they really
thought about it, they would realize
they’re not for Mondale or Reagan.
They’ve no choice. We offer a choice and
maybe, by 1988 or 1992, they’ll be ready

LP

-

Willis for

The

SOME
PEOPLE
ARE

for us.”

Meanwhile, Willis will run an active
campaign as much as time and money
permit. He plans to write personally to as
many people in the district as he can, and
also hopes to run three or four newspaper
ads with his picture and message. The
Willis for Congress campaign, as with the
other nine Indiana congressional cam¬
paigns, will be happy to accept campaign
contributions, which should be sent to:
LP of Indiana, P.O. Box 1601, In¬
dianapolis, IN 46206, checks payable to

a

only

way to

make any
money

real

is to be

your own

boss.

Yurika Foods gives
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the products,
plan, the
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the

rest is up
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705
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Keynoter Ed Clark chats with Rochester activist and NatCom meeting host John Sproul.
Photo by Pam Ng.
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Bergland/Lewis Ballot Access
Status
(as of August 31,1984)
The information reflected below is as of the end of August. In a few states which
reflect Bergland/Lewis ballot status official confirmation of ballot status is pending
but it is anticipated that the LP candidates will be approved for ballot positions. In

In the four states where the LP ticket is likely not to appear on the ballot this fall (FL,
VA, MA, WV), two of these states (FL, MA) require over 40,000 signatures under a
variety of restrictive and expensive deadlines and conditions. While some outside
assistance by the BFP campaign was provided in these states, funding limitations and
the efforts of the state parties were insufficient to overcome these obstacles. In West
Virginia, a small and weak state LP organization was unwilling or unable to raise the
several thousand dollars and signatures needed for ballot access.
Of the 52 states and territories (Washington D.C., Guam), it is likely that the
Bergland/Lewis ticket will be on the ballot in at least 43 states if all goes well, will not be
on for certain in four, and is a
toss-up at the moment in five others. ■

,

the LP ticket will be listed

‘’independents” due to provisions in various
practical course of a action
As of press time, all states listed as “in progress” are given good to excellent chances
of obtaining ballot status,although due to the uncertainty inherent in the process, this
status can’t be completely taken for granted until these efforts are completed.
In the five states where legal action is pending, it is expected that some resolution will
be forthcoming in the near future due to the impending election deadlines.
some cases,

as

state election laws which make this the

Montana

Michigan

Minnesota
Wisconsin

Nebraska

^svwan,a

Michigan

Illinois

Indiana

Gat0''03
Missouri
Oklahoma

Carolina
Alabama

Alaska

Arkansas

Louisiana

Mississippi

Hawaii

Bergland/Lewis on the ballot
(as LP or independent)

111 Ballot effort in

^Ballot access deadlines passed,

progress

legal action in

(10 states)

(32 states)
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Bergland/Lewis Schedules

BFP Media

The Bergland Campaign schedule was
current as of press time but is subject to

Oct. 11,

12 Phoenix and Tucson AZ
Oct. 14 College Station TX

By Laurie Sano,

coordinator Virginia Cropsey was

Bergland for President

responsible.

change to take maximum advantage of
campaign opportunities. Questions re¬
garding up-to-the-minute Bergland cam¬
paign plans should be directed to the
Bergland Campaign National Schedule

Oct. 15 Houston TX

Media Coordinator

Oct. 16 El Paso TX
Oct. 18

Bergland Campaign National Schedule

Virginia
Washington, D.C.
Oct. 22, Portland, OR
Oct. 23 Seattle, WA
Oct. 24-26 Anchorage and Fairbanks AK

Coordinator:

Oct. 27-Nov. 6 California

Coordinator.

Oct. 19, 20

The schedule below is accurate

Sept. 1 Orlando, FL
Sept. 2-4 Indiana
Sept. 5 Norfolk VA
Sept. 6 Tennessee
Sept. 7-9 New Jersey
Sept. 10 Philadelphia PA
Sept. 11 Pittsburgh PA
Sept. 12, 13 Vermont
Sept. 14 Connecticut
Sept. 15-17 Los Angeles
Sept. 18 Chicago IL
Sept. 20-23 New York City and Rochest¬
er, NY
Sept. 25 Grand Rapids, MI
Sept. 26 Detroit MI
Sept. 27, 28 Cincinnati and Cleveland,

press

It is also

as

of

time, but is subject to change

without notice. Please contact the Lewis
Schedule Coordinator of up-to-date
schedule information.

Sept. 29, 30 Orange County CA
Oct. 2 Santa Barbara, CA
Oct. 3, 4 Wisconsin

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

Oct. 5 Omaha NB

Lewis for VP Schedule Coordinator:

Oct. 6 Baltimore MD

1 Connecticut
2-4 New Jersey
4, 5 Philadelphia PA
5-7 Pittsburgh PA
7 Youngstown, Akron OH
7 Cleveland OH
8-13 Ohio
14, 15 Grand Rapids MI
16 Northern Indiana
17, 18 Rockford IL
18-20 Iowa
20 Arkansas
21-23 New Mexico
23-26 Arizona
26 Utah
27 4- To Be Announced

Getting media attention for the Bergland
campaign has proved to be both
frustrating and rewarding.
Frustrating because the majority of the
national news media still does not take

parties seriously, and rewarding
quality of coverage that we
have received to date has been excellent.
Thanks to the energetic efforts of local
media coordinators throughout the coun¬
try, the number of interviews conducted
while Bergland visits a scheduled state
has been extensive. As of mid-August, he
has been on 152 radio talk shows, inter¬
viewed by 155 television stations and over
175 newspapers have covered his cam¬
paign.
The newspaper articles go far beyond
the ‘laundry list’ pieces that we have seen
in the past and almost all of the major
dailies have published extensive inter¬
views with Bergland and VP running

Thomas Ross
P.O. Box 3279

national media outlet.

Oct. 9 Colorado

New Haven, CT 06515

I am encouraged, though, because the
Bergland/Lewis campaign will receive
some last-minute national coverage and

City UT

David Bergland appeared on the
cable TV C-SPAN channel at 9 p.m.

August 31 and appears on the PBS ‘Late

Night America’ program on September
(check your local public TV
station).

26 at 11 p.m.

(203) 389-8200

because the closer it

•

With

a

little

more

than two months

remaining in the campaign, Bergland is
preparing to visit 59 cities (from the
beginning of August to election day),
covering 29 states.
•

VP candidate Jim Lewis will have

the end of the cam¬
paign and will wind up in Southern

visited 48 states by

California to celebrate the election with

help highlight differences between
pro-draft registra¬
tion, anti-under 21 drinking age bipar¬
the LP ticket and the
tisan candidates.
Car

signs,

van

signs

or

lawnsigns

are

available with 27” X 14” red, white
and blue silk-screened, adhesive-backed
now

vinyl signs. The signs read “Bergland
-President, Vote Libertarian, Abolish the
IRS” with the Statue of Liberty logo.
Also available is a car top carrier with
signs on both sides. Signs are $5 postpaid,
the car top carrier is $20 plus shipping,
available from Dottie-Lou Brokaw, 39
Prospect Terrace, Corland, NY 13045.

election

night party.
The California Secretary of State has
approved two Bergland co-authored
ballot arguments for the November voter
an

should

•

•

information

handbook. The two

opposition to the Safe
Drinking Water and Veterans bond
issues, linking these issues to the Califor¬
nia tax revolt. Co-authoring these
arguments with Bergland are California
LP congressional candidates Howard
Creighton and Sara Baase.
arguments are in

•

BFP staffer Charles Burris is the per¬
at the

campaign head¬
quarters if you are interested in par¬
ticipating in the Students for Bergland
National Network. Campus activity
son

to contact

CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE

in late August, these ads are the product
of Robert Crawford Productions and are

radio and television programs

Bergland/Lewis Campaign
Updates
•

BERGLAND FOR PRESIDENT

Jim Lewis.

mate

Oct. 8 Denver CO

Oct. 10 Salt Lake

Long Beach State journalism
graduate Patricia Zeman has joined the
BFP staff as a secretary and will assist
with other varied campaign duties.
•

Delegates to the Dallas Republican
convention were greeted on their final
day with a full page ad in the Washington
Times convention issue supplement
listing 32 former Republicans who are
now supporting the LP Bergland/Lewis
•

and quality

coverage

third

Unfortunately, national magazines,
have told
the BFP campaign that they are waiting
until the final month of the campaign to
look for stories other that the typical
Democrat and Republican coverage.
“Call me in October” is a phrase often
heard in my effort to place Bergland in a

OH

encouraging to note the

bf television
thus far received. Approximate¬
ly equal to the number of radio ap¬
pearances received, nearly one-third of
the TV stations that have featured
Bergland have been major network af¬
filiated stations (ABC, NBC, CBS).
Getting TV exposure for the 1980
Clark campaign was largely the result of
paid television spots that were aired na¬
tionally, and helped generate interest
among the public and media.
While the Bergland campaign does not
have the large advertising budget which
the Clark campaign enjoyed, we are
making two television spots and two
radio spots available to local parties who
wish to purchase the air time. Produced
amount

because the

Melinda Pillsbury-Foster

(818)342-9716

Update

comes

professional in style and fully Libertarian
in content.

publicity achievements so
in virtually in every
newspaper in the country with over
100,0000 daily circulation plus many
smaller newspapers; network coverage
on ABC, PBS and C-Span; and substan¬
What

are

the

far? Coverage

tial radio talk show attention.
What

to the elec¬

Clark

are

the deficiencies? Like the

tion, the more impact it will have on the
public. National coverage also tends to

we have receiv¬
ed little national “hard news” coverage

break in spurts. Consider one busy week
in January this year, when Bergland was

(perhaps because LP is relatively small);

interviewed by Ted

views with sydicated columnists; and we
would like to command more wire-

we

Koppel of ABC’s
Nightline, Cable News Network, PBS’s
Crossfire, Newsweek and The
Washington Post. This kind of interest is
likely to happen again. Already, we have
secured TV appearances for Bergland on
C-Span cable channel on August 31 and
the PBS program Late Night America on
Sept. 26., for which local Chicago media

campaign in 1980,

need to boost the number of inter¬

service attention. None of this will be

but hopes are high. Fresh, exciting
ideas, articulate, energetic candidates,
and a professional media relations ap¬
proach should all contribute to public
and news media interest in the campaign
and our Libertarian message. ■
easy,

rBERGLAND for PRESIDENT*!
PRICE LIST

T-Shirts:
Women's

1-24
25-99
100 +
Men's

Quantity

Buttons:

Amount

1-24
25-99
100 +

(S,M,L,XL)
$8.00 each

$

7.00 each
6.00 each

$7.00 each

25-99
100 +

6 00 each

Quantity
$1.00 each

Amount
$

80 each

.75 each

Bumperstrlps:

(S.M.L.XL)

1 24

|

5.00 each

.

1-24

$ .75 each

25-99

60 each

100

.50 each

+

Leaflets (8Vix11):
$ 01 each, min. order 100
□ Flat □ Folded

.

$

TOTAL ENCLOSED

Charge my Credit Card:

f! MasterCard

_____

D Visa

TCargnumBerr

ticket.
Exp. date

Bergland has a September 30 San
Fernando Valley Special Fundraiser
scheduled at the home of singer Bobbie
Gentry. “She is very nice.” according to
one BFP campaign staffer. ■
•

Name

Address

City
MAIL TO BERGLAND FOR

State

Zip

PRESIDENT, 1525 Mesa Verde Drive East/Suite l05W.Cosla Mesa.CA92626
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Montana LP

-Fights Youth
Discrimination
Helena, MT

driving is

-

Without

doubt, drunk

a

terrible and tragic problem
for thousands of people involved in ac¬
a

cidents with intoxicated drivers each year.
The toll of death and

disability is stag¬
gering. It is, however, individual behavior
and irresponsibility which causes this
problem. Not age, sex, or national origin.
However, there is
—

Puritanism

a new wave

of

neo-

in vogue

under the ag¬
ing bipartisan regime now in power in
Washington D.C. Young people under the
age of 21 are being scapegoated for all
of the problems caused by irresponsible
drinkers of all ages. Early in July,
Transportation Czarina Elizabeth Dole
and President Reagan (who is a presumbably safe and sober driver at 71) gleeful¬
ly signed a law cutting off funds to states
now

which don’t raise their

drinking age
anti-youth neoPuritans are even suggesting 25 for a new
drinking age. Despite decades of Reagan
rhetoric about “states rights” and “New
Federalism”, virtually no noise was heard
from the so-called “conservative” rightw¬
ing about this naked federal power grab,
to

at

least 21.

own

which forces each of the 50
--

form

states to con-

lose federal

gasoline tax money
jurisdictions.
Fortunately, libertarians have not com¬
pletely ignored this latest statist ploy in¬
to collective guilt and punishment. Mon¬
or

collected in their

tanan

Richard

KK
m set SHOT

Some

own

Fyfe, himself under 21, is

WNK» ABfc- 0U> THOUGH T0V0TG,PK/ TM®S,
Kf, fc\JT TOO YOUNG TO GGT ANSSTHGTIC FOR IW'

Secondly, our campaign has the poten¬
convincing a great many young
adults of the virtues of liberty. Because
we tell them that
they have the right to
drink as long as they drink responsibly,
they want to listen to us. When Liber¬
tial of

tarian

political candidates make the same
for Responsible

statements that Citizens

new

President, 1972 LP Vice Presidential
candidate Toni Nathan reaped a round of
publicity nationwide as many Liber¬
tarians and others noted that Nathan, the
LP’s first VP candidate (with running
mate Prof. John Hospers) was also the
first woman in history to receive an elec¬

who

toral vote. This vote

emphasis of the CRD effort
responsible drinking
by young adults, rather than rely upon
sledgehammer legislation imposed by

a

NatCom resolution

opposing mandatory 21 drinking
at

the December

1983

age laws
New Orleans

meeting. This campaign and subsequent
letters-to-the-editor helped publicize the
issue and laid the groundwork for the
Montana CRD group organized this
spring. While this group is not a partisan
Libertarian organization, the basic
arguments used are libertarian in nature
and is prompting interest in LP can¬
didates who

picking up on the issue.
“The campaign against raising the
drinking age in Montana promises two
very important advantages,” notes
Richard Fyfe, “First it costs the LP
nothing. Money, equipment, even profes¬
sional advice has been freely offered by
the tavern owners, who have promised a
are

minimum of $40,000 in a state as small
Montana. Labor is provided by young

as

adults who

help but have more
time than money. Broad support has been
possible by not being an official branch
of the LP,

want to

but

our

statements about

justice, fairness and rights

are

libertarian.

Observing that it was
a major political party

had

more

favorably.”

efforts resulted in

-

Drinking have made, the young adults

Treasurer of and active in

a newly form¬
Citizens for Responsible
Drinking, which was organized by Fyfe
and John McGregor to block a propos¬
ed state law to punish young drinkers as
a matter of state
policy. Region 4 NatCom Representative Della Scott indirect¬
ly helped the Montana effort when her

Eugene, OR

“wonderful” that

Sparks Interest In
Campaign

begin to look at the LP much

ed

group,

Ferraro
Nathan

The main

has been to stress

government which creates whole
classes of criminals out of people
have

necessarily done anything wrong
or harmful. The
group has also outlined
in detail 13 reasons why mandatory 21
drinking age laws should be opposed.
The issue is no longer just a Montana
one. Fyfe notes, “Because of the cam¬
paign to get the federal government to
blackmail the states into raising the drink¬
ing age, it is of vital importance that this
campaign be carried out on a national
scale.” Fyfe is interested in contacting
others who are interested in stopping this
discriminatory new Prohibitionism, and
not

urges interested libertarians to contact
him at Citizens for Responsible Drink¬

ing, 1038 East 6th, Helena, MT, 59601,
(406) 449-3865. ■
Oldest Profession Gets

a

Boost

From Down Under

Sydney, Australia - Inspector Neville
Stanford, reporting to a parlimentary pros¬
titution committee, said a recent police
study in Australia’s most populous state
indicated that it would be better to legal¬
ize prostitution and license brothels in
order to get prostitutes off the streets.

finally nominated

a woman

was

for Vice

cast for the 1972

LP ticket

by renegade Republican elector
Roger Mac Bride, who went on to become
the LP Presidential nominee himself in
1976.

Toni Nathan

The nomination of Rep. Ferraro

spawned literally dozens of letters and

ar¬

ticles in major newspapers all across the

country noting that the Democratic party
is doing very little real pathbreaking.
“We wonder what took them

so

long,”

mick, and that the electoral

vote land¬
feat which shouldn’t go un¬
noticed amidst the hoopla surrounding

mark

was a

the Democratic nomination.
Nathan herself may also be able to

LP VP candidate Jim Lewis said at his

capitalize

Levenworth, Kansas stop. “They (the
Democrats) made some hay, I suppose,
in choosing a woman as a vice presiden¬
tial candidate,” Lewis was quoted in the
Kansas City Star (Missouri), “It amused
Libertarians. We would say, ‘What took
the Democrats 12 years?’ ”

her November

on

this newly resurgent fame in
race

for

a

seat on the Lane

the nation, from Louisiana LP Central
Committee member Dr. Jerry Millett’s

County Commission. One LP election
analyst rates her chance’s as “fairly
good”, since the incumbents showing in
the five-way spring primary race was
under 40%, often denoting a vulnerable
situation. Nathan still faces an uphill bat¬
tle, but her experience and energetic cam¬
paign style will help in the race. Perhaps
the best message Libertarians could send

to SCLP

letter to the Layfayette Daily Advertiser,
Vice Chair John Heaton’s letter

Toni Nathan in office. Your

and press

financial support could help in this
endeavor and can be sent to: Toni

The reaction

was

much the

same across

release issued state wide to 20
newspapers and the wire services. LP
members across the country proudly
noted that their choice had been no gim¬

the Democrats this fall would be to put

campaign

Nathan, 1625 Best Lane, Eugene, OR
97401 ■
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A

Suite 105 West

MESSAGE

PERSONAL

A

1525 Mesa Verde Drive East

FROM

Costa Mesa, CA

92626

714/754-1776
Suite 384

BERGLAND

DAVID

7887 Katy

Freeway

Houston, TX 77024
713/686-1776

Campaign
’84

Friends,

Dear

Report

The Campaign ’84 LP service bureau

operation has identified 349 LP par¬
tisan and non-partisan candidates as of
early August, and several more are like¬
ly to be identified before the end of the
election season. Of this total, 211 are
state and local candidates and 138 are

federal candidates.
A contact person

has been identified
in each state and the Campaign ’84
computer data base is expected to be a
major tool in the election night and
post-election analysis of LP campaign
results.
The Campaign ’84 efforts will also be

working with Mitch Wayne of Ken¬
tucky, who is organizing a Compuserv
Libertarian Special Interest Group
(SIG) to take advantage of this com¬
puterized communications service. This
effort is expected to also help in the
timely reporting of November election

It's
who

ible.

But

Campaign ’84 has also been active
with several

mailings of interest to LP
candidates, including a memo concern¬
ing Joe Laiacona’s (Congressional
District 4, Indiana) direct campaign
mail service, and a special report soon
after the Placer County Supervisor’s
race victory concerning the nuts-and-

bolts work behind that

political

America.

Freedom

was

the

original idea.

work.
need

we

This

live people like yourself
Libertarian Party poss¬
invest the money and you

the

You

the

do

is

We

want

be

so

of

more

new

campaign is all about this year.

the

what

names,

new

So we

can

large.

1984 is finding new people.

The key to growth in

you.

contributors, new volunteers. So the load on you won't
become bigger and stronger next year, and every year.

Imagine what could happen if each Libertarian would bring only one new
into the party each year. That's all we really need to do.

person

In 1984 the Bergland for President Campaign is going to reach out for new
people. It's time for us to do our fall advertising. Print ads, radio and
television, including a "secret ad" that should make the national media
stand up and take notice !

If

we

We

need

raise

can

the

raise

to

$

money

60,000

This is where you come in.

it.

to run

for print ads and another $ 60,000
publications in which we will advertise.

in the next month

direct mail to subscribers of
This should generate a lot of new
for

names.

addition, we will be spending as much
we don't have
any money to spend on

In

results.

real
make

now,

$

For

$

us

100,

100,

make

But

to

you

can

This
of

we

we

is

the

reach

can

could
this

reach

all

we can on TV and radio.
this kind of outreach.

as

But right

people by television. If each contributor gave
millions of potential Libertarian Party supporters!

10,000

happen,

I

need your

financial support

now,

as

much as

afford.
more
than a political contribution,
Libertarian Party and your future in

it's an investment in the future
a free society.

success

story. Additional articles, reprints and
even more than 2 hours of taped

really need your help with this, and promise that your investment will pay
tangible dividends for the Party and for you, your family and our country.

I

material is available and has been
distributed to candidates and others in¬

Yours

for

Liberty,

terested in the details of the Placer

County race.
Additionally, Campaign ’84 has ask¬
ed David Scholl, a libertarian profes¬
sional campaign consultant from Fairfield, CA, to prepare a proposal for a
national survey of registered voters.
This effort is designed to obtain 800
responses to a 30 question survey to
help candidates target specific issues,
indentify potential LP voter “strong¬
holds” and enable local LP candidates
to capitalize on opportunities created
by local conditions. Funding proposals
for this project will be submitted to the

National Committee for their future

PS

LP candidates and others interested

participating in the LP election ser¬
vice bureau Campaign ’84 operations
or sharing relevant campaign informa¬
tion are urged to contact: Jim McKeown Campaign ’84 National Coor¬
dinator, 510 Press Bldg., Binghamton,
NY 13901, (607) 772-6421 (o), or (607)
-

798-9874 (h).B

The
as

will let you keep
credit for political

IRS
a

tions. I'll put it to
than they will.

a

to $ 50
contribmuch better
up

use

Yes, Dave, I’ll help! Enclosed is
□ $1000

□ $500

□ I would like to
□ Please
Name

consideration.
in

-

□ $250

pledge $

_per

contribution of:
□ $50

□ Other

month front

.to.

charge my contribution/pledge to: □ Mastercard □ Visa Card#.

(print)

f

City

LAND

State/Zip.

payable and send to:

Bergland for President
7887 Katy Freeway, Suite 385
Houston, Texas 77024

Exp. Date.

Signature.

1

Address.

Make checks

my

□ $100

Phone.

Occupation*

Employer*
'Oplional (Federal law requires

us to ask)

PRESIDENT
Paid for

A copy

of our report Is

on

by the BERGLAND FOR PRESIDENT Committee/Ray Cullen, Treasurer
file with and available for purchase from the Federal Elections Commission, Washington, D C.
—
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massive 1985 income
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tax
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Government,
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Tax
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GREG CLARK
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Gen. admission $35.
DAGNY’S NEWS

saying, “Taxation is
legalized theft, pure and simple.” The
paper w'ent on to note that Lanham's com¬
ments were the most radical proposals of
all, and she concluded her presentation
by saying “abolishing the income tax is
the only safe reform for the private sec¬
as

tor.”
LP candidate Johnston, who says she
has payed no taxes since 1975. and says

the IRS's

a'j&tttP
&
SALE

upon the American sovereign
freeman.” As alternative means of finan¬
cancer

cing

some government functions, once
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Bergland Interview
From page

l

me were

had

say.

to

to

do

very

All that

was to

fuzzy in what they
for me

was necessary

make

one

clear statement

issue and I differentiated

on one

from the

myself

pack. I think that worked

out

pretty well. As far as the Crossfire ap¬
pearance was
ed as to the
viewers.

I

concerned, I
m.o.

was

of those

forewarn¬

two

inter¬

myself the objective of
simply going on the show, and rather than
trying to cover a lot of substantive infor¬
mation

set

the issues, which I knew would

on

be

possible, I simply established
myself as someone who could handle a
tough situation and not be pushed around.
I think I succeeded reasonably well at
not

that. I’m

not

real excited about the type

of show that Crossfire is, but of
there

that what

we

LPN: You
1976

as

very many of these. I
have to analyze is the

ran

with

Roger MacBride in

the LP Vice Presidential

didate. What
ween

your

can¬

the

major contrasts bet¬
campaign now and that of the
are

1976

effort?
Bergland: One, of course, is that I would
say more than half of the people out there
have at least heard of the Libertarian Par¬

ty. By this time in 1976,

probably fewer
than 10% had heard of it, probably even
less than that. A second major factor is
the tremendous time difference. I'm
time

a

full

campaigner and Jim Lewis almost

is, whereas Roger MacBride was not a
full time campaigner and certainly I as

paign headquarters on planning and that
kind of thing. But for the most part it
doesn’t make good sense to have us both
at the same place at the same time.
Because that just means we would only
be covering one spot when we could be
covering two.
LPN: How is the campaign fundraising
effort proceeding?
Bergland: About according to projec¬
tions, as I understand. We’ve projected
a total campaign budget of between 1 Vi
and 3 million dollars and that seems to

be

going along reasonably well. There's
never enough, of course, and the major
expenditures for such things as ballot
drives are extremely troublesome.

LPN:D<9C5

anybody ever remember you
from the ’76 campaign? Have you run in¬
to anybody that was aware of your cam¬
paign, other than Libertarians?
Bergland: Other than Libertarians, on¬
ly a few people have mentioned that .One
other major difference, and this comes
from the time availability I think, is we’re
doing a much more grassroots type of a
campaign. Rather than concentrating on
media centers, we’re going to as many
other localities as we can to help develop
more interest in the Libertarian party in
those places. And also to help the ac¬
tivists who are there, help the morale
building and party building operation in
that fashion.
LPN: Any plans for joint appearances
with Jim Lewis later in the campaign? So

far,

you

seem

to

be running totally

efforts.
Bergland: There may or may not be, it’ll
just depend on what we work up. We real¬
ly aren't running separate efforts. There
separate

that if Mondale got

the nomination,

he would vote for me.

LPN: Do you see any

benefits from John
from the 1984

Anderson’s withdrawal
race?

Bergland: Possibly. I believe that the
phenomenon of 1980 was at
that point largely a reaction on the part
Anderson

of the media who wanted to see some

Reagan and Carter. So
they selected Anderson, who had the
choice other than

media momentum which

was

built up

during the time he was a Republican can¬
didate, and they just picked him up and
went on.

I think his withdrawal and the

decline of interest in him
come more

and

more to

presiden¬
people have

as a

tial candidate is because the

realize that he

received any financial
the major 1980 campaign
backers, such as the Koch family or peo¬
ple associated with the Cato Institute?
Bergland: Not to my knowledge. I have
to qualify that by saying that I am not an
active participant in fundraising or keep¬
ing track of where the money's coming
from. I am not aware that the Koch family
or people associated with the Cato In¬
stitute have contributed any significant
LPN: Have you

support from

“...there is a

growing
and increasingly clear
demand for alternatives
in the American

political marketplace.
And it’s our job to
capitalize on that.”

amount.

LPN: Do you have any plans underway
for radio or TV ads later in the cam¬
paign? What can we expect?
Bergland: Again, that’s not my part of
the campaign. I'm the candidate, I don’t
do the advertising planning or the

strategic determination of where the
money

is going to be spent.

Vice Presidential candidate

campaign¬
ed relatively little. I did a total of 10 or
12 campaign trips, never more than a few
days at the time, that was all the 1976
campaign could afford. If you were to do
it on a man-hours basis, the ’76 campaign
probably had less than 10% of the amount
of the actual campaign time that Jim
Lewis and I are going to put in this year.
a

lesser of two evils. We should be able to

capitalize on that somewhat. Also, it’s
likely, though we don't know for sure,
that Reagan would have a pretty substan¬
tial lead over Mondale and that too helps
deal with the “wasted vote” problem that
has always been a problem for us. I’ve
been told this by some people who are
now Hart supporters, that if Hart doesn't
get the Democratic nomination, then a
lot of people who are in the Hart camp
would be looking around for alternatives.
This is just one factor in really a large
set of factors, all of which basically add
up to the fact that there is a growing and
increasingly clear demand for alternatives
in the American political marketplace.
And it’s our job to capitalize on that.

a

Democratic chairman in Wisconsin tell
me

course,

think
value
of something like that. A completely an¬
tagonistic type of interview is something
that I feel is of marginal value.
are not

Tweedle Dee and Tweedle Dum or the

coordination between the two cam¬

is

before

factors. One, they are
examples of the choice of

are two

the classic

LPN: You did do

some

radio spots in

Arizona, though, I understand, did you
not?

Bergland:

Yes, I recorded some.
they’ll ever be played, I
don’t know. They may not be of sufficient
quality to do that. The question is “Do
you have any plans underway for radio
or TV ads later in the campaign? What
can we expect?” I’ll turn it around and
say, do you have any plans for radio or
tv ads later in the campaign? Because
“you” are going to pay for them. I am
not. Now the only way that those things
Whether

or not

of nowhere
He
seems to have galvanized black voters.
Some of his foreign policy positions are
pretty radical, and certainly his cam¬
paign has deviated from the usual bi¬
partisan mush. What do you make of the
Jackson phenomenon? Are there any
lessons for the LP?
Bergland: I watched the first television
debate between all eight Democratic
presidential candidates. Two of those can¬
didates presented themselves as new, dif¬
ferent and innovative. Being something
completely different from the traditional
Democratic pack as represented by Mon¬
dale and the others. It's interesting to me
LPN: Jesse Jackson

to

become

to

see

a

came out

national political figure.

that the three survivors in the

Democratic

race

have been Mondale,

would be done and broadcast is for Liber¬

who

tarians to contribute the money to pay for
it. I’ve got my part in the campaign to

Jackson. This is

do and you have yours. What I anticipate,
and this is just my own thinking and not

mind, that says
tion on the part

necessarily that of the campaign steer¬
ing committee or our advertising and PR
people, but I think what is likely to hap¬
pen is that the campaign will do produc¬

Jackson that the American voters

tion of radio and television ads. And state
and local

parties will raise the money in
place the ads on their

the front-runner from the

begin¬
ning, and those two others. Hart and
was

are new

I think that's the

LP.

looks fairly

likely that we'll
Mondale. What kind
ofopportunity does that present for your
campaign?
Bergland: The traditional thinking on
that for us is that if it’s Reagan and Mon¬
now

Reagan

versus

that there is a recogni¬
of people like Hart and
are

and innovative and different and

We

must

something

primary lesson for the
ourselves as
and different and the
present

new
available alternative. It looks like we're

going to have the people that Jackson
brought out of the bushes, and, of course,
the people who were followers of Hart
as

well.

In

fact,

I

had

a

the attendant costs in terms of taxation

and interference in

our

lives which that

represents. So, if there is any advantage
to

the

Libertarian

withdrawal, it is

one

Party

by

his

which is just another

item of evidence that

people really are
looking for alternatives, and
they determined that John Anderson
serious about
wasn't

one.

LPN: Have you

encountered any unex¬
pected negative reactions to your
campaign?
Bergland: No. Anything that’s negative
about the campaign was expected, the
typical conservative reaction to some of
our positions. Of course, some of the
people within the Libertarian Party were
negative about my candidacy as soon as
they found out about it. But nothing
unexpected.

fed

with traditional politics. They are
looking for alternatives, even though Hart
and Jackson aren't any kind of an alter¬
native, based upon the substance of their
ideas. But the presentation is that they

electronic media outlets.
LPN: It

evidence, in my

up

their localities to

see

more

wasn’t any kind of alternative to tradi¬
tional politics. He was offering the same
sort of governmental solutions, with all

county

LPN: How about positive reactions?
Bergland: The thing that I would say is
perhaps unexpectedly positive is the
number of people in the media who say
very supportive and commendatory
things. I would also say that people in the
peace movements who are saying, and
I've had them say this to me, “we’ve been
looking for a candidate, it looks like
you’re probably going to be the one”. And
the

tax protest movement, which in the
past I think would have been pretty much

fairly characterized

as

dominated by sort
Continued, page 10
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Bergland

ing advertising and attempting to
capitalize on the mutually complemen¬
tary efforts of the Presidential campaign
and the congressional and state LP

From page 9

candidates.

of

religious conservatives,

than
other people. More and more of them are
more

saying that they're really Libertarians,
supporting my candidacy and the Liber¬
tarian Party. So 1 think that the oppor¬
tunities for coalitions
would have

are

more

than I

anticipated several months

ago.
LPN: So

far, the BFP campaign hasn't
if any, position papers
on specific issues. What are the
plans to
do so? Isn't it important to demonstrate
to the public that our
specific policy
recommendations (such as eliminating
the income tax or withdrawing from
NATO) are practical, feasible and respon¬
issued very many,

how much of

LPN:

Much

was
made during the
campaign about the impor¬
tance of post-nomination
unity, including
the “Biddeford Statement” signed by pro¬
minent backers ofall major LP presiden¬
tial contenders. Are you satisfied with the
followup efforts by the Biddeford State¬
ment signatories and Ravenal backers?
Bergland: No. They haven't done what
they said they would do. Paul Grant wrote
to Ravenal backers who
signed the Bid¬
deford statement asking them to perform
on their
promise as set forth in that. On¬
ly one of them replied, and he, in the

nomination

negative.

sible ideas?

LPN: Some

Bergland: Well, to take the second part
of the question first, it certainly is im¬
portant to demonstrate to the public that
our specific
policy recommendations are
practical, feasible and responsible ideas.
That is, of course, what we’re trying to
do in the campaign, ideally, over and over
again, in interviews that I do. With regard
to position papers on specific issues,
there are some of those that are being
developed and written, and worked on,
but everything costs money. So far,
nobody has come forward and said, “I
want to see a position paper on topic X

Alaska’s, have publicly downplayed the

and here's
And

a

LP groups,

state

notably

presidential campaign saying resources
are needed to promote local races. How
do you regard that strategy?
Bergland: My view is that the most ef¬
fective strategy for the Libertarian Party
in any location is that of a combined,
mutually supportive effort, between the
Presidential campaign and the local
Libertarian Party campaigns. So if
anyone disagrees with that, they just
disagree with that. But I don't know what
their arguments are, or whether they even
have arguments.

ac¬
drives and the bare essentials of

keeping the campaign moving at this
the ability to produce
position papers in a
very difficult proposi¬

point

are such that
white papers and

great volume is a
tion. So, I would be

LPN: Do you

regard it as crucial to your

Govt.

contributions earmarked for

Delegates and regular local libertarian

that if you

will do it” because that would
know what it is you want.

columnist Gerald Schneider filed suit in

help

mid-August to stop the publication of a
proposed $140,000 a-year Montgomery
County sponsored government

campaign

so far

has centered

Silver Spring, MD

-

newspaper

month

terest of elected officials.”

or

two,

these will largely be over

campaign strategy be
for the second phase? Do you plan on
visiting a given number of states or all
50?

means to an

end. I want to live in

free

society and I want much greater
freedom than I now have. The only way
to achieve that is for the thinking of
millions of Americans to change about
what they want from government. In
order to change their thinking, first you
have to get your attention. Then you have
to hold their attention, provide them with
information and argumentation to per¬
suade them that instead of continuing to
be satisfied or apathetic or fed-up with
the political status quo, they should begin
to change it. The Libertarian
Party has
done probably about a million times as
much toward that end

of

as

the total number

people who level charges of the kind
talking about here.

we're

ditures would be

gressional seat
GOPster’s

of this interview, covering the ma¬
jor issues of the campaign, will appear
in the September issue of LP News. ■

saw

one

of the

a

accuse

a

counted. Ex-LPer Redick

won the GOP
nomination 57% to 42%. Fatland refus¬
ed to endorse his opponent after the race,

claiming that Redick “still thinks like

them

many

“libertarians.” ■

By David Bergland

Libertarian Candidate for President

totally new kind of outreach publication
Designed to serve as a supplement to high school
and college texts
Ideal for use by candidates
Perfect for introducing anyone to libertarianism
and the Libertarian Party
Easy-to-read magazine format

★

phases. One was the
period after the LP nominating conven¬
tion and until the state party conventions
began. Then, during the period between
January through July of 1984, the cam¬
paign has pretty much been tied to ap¬
pearances in states where they’re going
to have state conventions and doing grass
roots work in those states leading up to

be

the weekend of the state convention. And

him the support of several County Coun¬
cil members (in the minority), and the

news

in this

and

a

★

free press has yet to

country.” Schneider said.

Schneider has approached several at¬

torneys as well as the local ACLU about
the case, and stresses that his opposition
to the paper is based on his personal

beliefs, not necessarily an LP position,
and that he is seeking nonpartisan sup¬
port in his efforts.
Schneider’s actions have

Order your copies today!
Please send

_

copies of Libertarianism in One Lesson to distribute this fall.
based on a single copy price of $1.95 or on

Enclosed is my check for $
the following quantity price breaks:
5

@$1.85

100 @

already

me

$.95

10 @$1.55

25 @

500 @ $.85

1000 @

$1.25
$.75

50 @ $1.05
2000 @

$.65

won

county’s foray into the nationalized
newspaper business has already been
criticized by the Montgomery County
Taxpayers League and several elected
Republican officeholders. ■

Name

Address

City
Please make check

CA 92626.

State

a

issues.” Other bipar¬
tisan politicians may think twice before
trying to hurt their opponents by calling
on

Libertarianism
in One Lesson

misuse of tax money

two

his rival of, gasp,

be¬
“libertarian”! Jim Fatland accused
his rival, David Redick, of being a closet
libertarian, particularly since Redick had
run on the LP ticket for
Congress in
1982. Fatland, seeking to “smear”
Redick with the libertarian tag, refused
to debate his rival prior to the
primary,
saying that while Redick is now a
registered Republican, “many Republican
regulars continue to complain that
(Redick) does not maintain the
Republican philosophy and often refers
to the Libertarian viewpoint.” Redick, to
his credit, simply pointed out how there
are similarities between some GOP
posi¬
tions and the LP viewpoint, and thus his
current positions are similar to those he
took when running as a Libertarian. He
noted, “I have nothing to hide.”
Fatland, who works in municipal
government, saw his mudslinging smear
campaign backfire when the votes were
ing

Libertarian

and will undermine freedom of the press.
“The struggle between governmentwon

nia GOP nomination for the First Con¬

A

has had three basic

travel schedule and
schedule is pretty well
developed. This will be the period of time
when my appearances will be trying to
create or participate in events which will
get a lot of attention. I also will be do¬

is the
as

Schneider, 46, a Silver Springs fine art
broker, charges that the county expen¬

controlled

then afterwards, my

respond to the charge
by some libertarians that par¬
ticipating in the political process is in¬
herently immoral and counterproductive?
Bergland: That’s stupid. The Libertarian
Party and Libertarian political activism

which Schneider contends
“will only advance the self-serving in¬

Bergland: We do plan on visiting a given
number of states. The campaign really

appearance

LPN: How do you

leveled

Former LP candi¬

around appearances at state LP conven¬
tions or similar meetings. Yet in another
with. What will the

particular
depends on the
perceptions of other Libertarians and
people in the media as to the reasons.
on a

Eureka, CA - The recent Republican
primary battle for the northern Califor¬

Paper

make

LPN: The

party’s future depend

state? 1 doubt it. It also

Lib “Smear”
Backfires

NOW AVAILABLE!

date for the Maryland House of

us

setback it will be. Will

Schneider Sues

happy to see a group
of people who wanted to have a position
paper on particular topics, say, “we’ll
some

the

a

Part 11

thousand dollars toward that”.

quite frankly, the cost of ballot

cess

campaign to be on the ballot in all 50
major setback if you aren’t?
Bergland:! certainly regard it as crucial
for us to set that goal. If we don’t suc¬
cessfully meet that goal, I don’t know
states? A

August 1984

Zip

payable to: Orpheus Productions, 1773 Bahama Place, Costa Mesa,
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California (cont’d)
will soon be teaching. His topic was
“The Moral Foundations of the Coer¬

25 meeting will
editorial page
editor for the Orange County Register,
on the topic of “Give Me Your Tired,
Your Poor, Your Huddled Masses
Yearning to Breathe Free. . .And I’ll
Show You a Group Which Must Now

San Francisco Bay area
of active
libertarian supper clubs. Institute for
Humane Studies public affairs director
John Blundell spoke to the Santa Clara
County supper club on Aug. 28 on the
topic “What is Margaret Thatcher Up
To?”. Reason Foundation President
Robert Poole, Jr., speaks to the group

Enter America

in

cive State”. The Sept.

feature

REGION 1
NatCom

Representative

Alaska State Chair

Stephen De Lisio
5102 Shorecrest Drive

Joseph L. Grove

Anchorage. AK 99515

Anchorage, AK 99504
907-279-4178 (h)
907-279-6471 (o)

1922 Sunrise Dr.

907-243-5521
907-279-9574
Executive Director
Duncan Scott
Box 104073

Anchorage, AK 99510
907-278-3430 (h)
907-561-5413 (o)

Alaska
LP

Presidential

contender

David

Bergland made his initial foray into the
Last Frontier state with his July 30, 31
visit to the Anchroage area, on his
return

from the Hawaii

LP

conven¬

tion. Bergland’s visit, ably coordinated

by John Ulsher, resulted in coverage
from both major papers and two televi¬
sion stations. Approximately 60 people
attended a July 30 fundraising dinner
at

the Rabbit Creek Inn. In addition to

the

Anchorage area interviews,
Bergland spent nearly a whole day con¬
ducting statewide radio interviews via
telephone, and Bergland observed that
many of the people he talked to seemed
“pretty excited” about what he had to
say and about his campaign.
The ALP will also be

running five
legislature this fall.
They are Andre Marrou, Will Darsev,
Stewart Brandon, Henry Novak and
candidates for state

John Davis.
Susan Schultze is now handling the
ALP’s Executive Director’s duties in

the wake of the recent

resignation of

Duncan Scott.

Who says libertarians don’t
free lunches? Anchorage

believe
activist
John Ulsher hosted a July 8 picnic at
his home which featured hamburgers,
beer, watermelon and badminton, at
no charge.
in

REGION 2
NatCom

Representatives

Costa Mesa. CA 92626
714-754-1776
Dale Pratt
1400 Kaptoiani Btvd., B-49
Honolulu, HI 96814
808-261-0681 (h)
808-946-0707 (o)

California State Chair
Jack Dean
727 North Harbor Blvd.
Fullerton. CA 92932
714-871-4560

California Central

Comm. Office
401 East Taylor Street
San Jose, CA 95112
408-971-7410
Hawaii State Chair

Christopher Winter
321 Halaki St.
Honolulu, HI 96821

808-377-5214

California
Santa

Bock,

Illegally!”
The June meeting featured David
Slater from the self-help program
SHARE. July 4th was celebrated with
a picnic at Balboa Park, complete with
banners and volleyball. Also in July,
LP
presidential contender David
Bergland visited San Diego for a cam¬
paign fundraiser at the home of long¬
time activists Matt and Nancy Greco.
The Greco’s

were

also host to the

Campaign, which held a
“Summer Sunset Party” featuring
previews of her 60-second radio spots
slated for airing in October. Her 41st
Congressional District race is con¬
sidered by some to be the most visible
and active of its kind in the state, and
already campaign volunteers have “hit
the streets,” walking precincts,
distributing brochures and verifying
voter registration lists. The biggest ef¬
fort of this type will occur in October.
Sara Baase also held a very productive
three-hour brunch with San Diego
Union columnist Richard Louv, who
Sara Baase

has shown interest in libertarian ideas.

Bergland was the
of Atlantic Richfield
Co.
employees’ nonpartisan Civic
Awareness Program on July 10. Ac¬
cording to press reports, he told them,
Native

featured

“There

son

guest

are

no

inferior human

beings.

People have the right to escape oppres¬
sion and poverty,” by coming to the
U.S., “so long as they take respon¬
sibility for themselves.”
The Ventura County LP has been
energized of late, featuring LP can¬
didate for 21st Dist. U.S. House seat
Robert Lee at their Aug.

17 dinner
meeting. And for the fifth straight
year, the Ventura LP will have a booth
at the county fair from Sept. 27 to Oct.
7. This has always proved to be a
source of excellent public contact and
The Santa Barbara LP is

7178 Via Colina
San Jose. CA 95139
408-227-1459 (h)
Bill Evers
1525 Mesa Verde Dr. E„
Suite 105 W

UC

Alan

communication.

Mark Hinkle

Barbara

professor and

philosopher Tibor Machan was the
featured speaker at the Aug. 21 dinner
meeting in San Diego, where Machan

Hawaii (cont’d)

gearing up
for the upcoming visit of LP candidate
Bergland and held a Campaign Work¬
ing Group meeting in July. Bob
Lehman is gearing up to do a sample
test mailing of 1,000 households to
target Gary Hart supporters who may
be interested in the Bergland cam¬
paign.
The Fresno LP continues to put out

impressive newsprint tabloid,
featuring a variety of thoughtful
analyses and commentary.
Santa Clara LP representative Jim
Wilson was the articulate spokesman
against the proposed half-cent county
sales tax increase to finance major
highway projects. The LP spokesman
labeled it, “a blatent violation of the
spirit of Proposition 13” and “illconceived and short-sighted.”
its

The greater

is also home to a number

September.
The San Mateo supper group

Dr.

Murray Rothbard in August,

heard

hears

although additional details were not
available at press time.
In addition to the other festivities,

Bergland reports
enjoyed some wind-and-body
surfing on the islands during his visit.
LP candidate David

that he

REGION 3
NatCom Representative
H.W.

"Skip" Barron Jr.

7727 26th Ave. NW
Seattle, WA 98117

206-789-4812 (h)

September, and has
Liggio on tap

Oregon State Chair

for October. The Santa Cruz area sup¬

Beaverton, OR 97075
503-662-3865 (h)

Robert Hessen in

IHS President Leonard

club meeting in Capitola heard
Jeremy Shearmur of Manchester
University speak on Aug. 7 on “How

per

to Be a

Libertarian Scholar.” And the

long established Free Marin Supper
Club, north of the Bay, hears Men¬
docino County realtor Lome Strider
speaking on the subject “Zoning and
Land Use: 20th Century Feudalism”.
Palo Alto Mercury News sports
editor Mark Purdy has dubbed the SF
49’ers football team the “Libertarian”

contrasting the Democratic LA
and
Republican Dallas
Cowboys. Whether he meant this label
as a compliment or not, we haven’t
one,

Raiders

heard.
Dante DeAmicis is

running in a twofor 23rd District State
Assembly, managing to scare off any
Republican opposition to incumbent
Democrat John Vasconcellos, who is
reportedly ailing. Mark Hinkle also
faces a single opponent in the nearby
race

way

25th District, while 22nd

District LP

challenger Andy Fleisher faces a threeway race.

Presidential

LP

David

candidate

Bergland managed to garner his share
of publicity despite the media circus
occurring at the Democratic conven¬
tion in San Francisco. During his three
day stint in the Bay area at the time of
the convention, he appeared in Sun¬
nyvale and at a fundraiser in Pied¬
mont, around which were sandwiched
interviews with the San Jose Mercury
and the San Francisco Chronicle.

brief story

also

A

the

was sent out on

state AP wire.

Contra

Costa

entertained

on

Libertarians

Aug. 8 with

a

were

2Vi hour

the subject of
Capitalism”, which
originally took place at the U. of
Toronto earlier this year. John Corl
was host to the event, and word is that
the defenders of capitalism did very
taped

debate

“Socialism

on

or

well.
Soon to be retired Tahoe

area

Placer

County Supervisor Larry Sevison final¬
ly gave up on his recount challenge of
LP victor Erik Henrikson. He is

now

pushing a return to district rather than
elections, since he discovered he
actually carried a district. Figures, now
that they lost one, the bipartisans want
to change the rules of the game

area

.

.

.

Paul J. Cleveland
RQ Box 1364

3414 SE Belmont
Portland, OR 97214

Washington State Chair
Tomm Spanos
4611 College St.
Bellingham, WA 98226

503-232-3511

206-676-9999

Oregon LP Office

Oregon
A long but productive session of the
State Committee was held on June 23
which reportedly “ironed out”many of
the problems experienced in the past by
the LPO. The August 11 meeting in
McMinnville also sailed through a full
agenda in record time and dealt with
membership dues, affiliate procedures
and other party administrative matters.
As a result of Oregon’s unique ballot
access laws, (in which each county is a
separate unit for ballot status) the LPO
petitioned on July 4th and beyond in
Yamhill County (the heart of Oregon’s
wine country) and succeeded in getting
ballot status there. Rochester NY ac¬
tivist Dave
the

picnic.

As

a

consequence

The Hawaii LP held its state
tion

over

the weekend of

conven¬

July 28-29,

of this successful

effort, Terry Craven, a civil engineer
and part-time farmer, was nominated
for Yamhill County Commission, and
Jo de Forest McIntyre, a journalist and
free lance writer, was chosen to run for
State Rep. in District 29. McIntyre’s
race
has already generated con¬
siderable news interest, covering her
advocacy of lower taxes and state spen¬
ding, and support for state Sunset and
Sunshine legislation.
The Portland

tive

on

area

LP has been

several fronts. Ed Marihart

ac¬
was

engaged in a late but heroic effort to
gather signatures to place an LP can¬
didate

on

the District 19 House race,

with the

help of his wife Victoria, Paul
Wthen, Marily McCabe and several.
other Libertarians. The Portland
LP

area

is also manning a booth at the

Oregon State Fair from Aug 24.

-

Sept.

3. The LPO thanks Alex Berlin and

Laurel Ann Curtis for their help in

financing this project.
Eugene LP activist and 1972 LP VP
candidate, Toni Nathan, reports that
her campaign effort for Lane County
Commission is still going strong. Lane
County is the second largest in the state
and Toni reports that, “I wouldn’t
have started this
could

win.”

race

if I didn’t think I

She

participated in a
televised series entitled “The Orderly
Selection of

Hawaii

was also visiting and
petitioning effort and

Hoesly

on-hand for the

a

President

—

and Other

Myths” sponsored by the Oregon State
University in Corvallis.
Continued, page 13
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Notable
Quotes
•The real issue dividing President
Reagan and Walter Mondale is not
whether to raise taxes to curb the govern¬
ment’s budget deficits, but whose taxes to
raise and how to raise them.

According to sources in the respective
neither candidate has faced up to
the magnitude of the deficit problem.
Once they do, a Mondale administration
would likely seek to raise more in income

camps,

taxes

than the Democratic candidate has

proposed publicly, possibly with a
multiyear surtax. By contrast, in hissecond term, Reagan would probably ask
Congress to enact a tax on the income
that people actually spent, possibly a na¬
tional sales tax.

“Yes, there

going to be tax in¬
creases next year,” one upper-level adminstration economist predicted. “There
are clearly going to be tax increases next
year. The Treasury will keep up its
language of just reforming the system,
but clearly, there’s no way out of this
problem without tax increases.”
Peter T. Kilborn, New York Times, Aug.
27, 1984.
•
“Many people, young people now
paying in (to Social Security), will never
be able to receive as much as they’re pay¬
ing,” Reagan said.
Tom Moran, Houston Chronicle, July 7,
1984, on President Reagan’s San
Antonio speech.
•
President Reagan, who promised
four years ago to balance the federal
budget, signed into law on Wednesday a
are

foot-thick sheaf of tax increases and

spending cuts that will diminish by just 10
percent a projected $600 billion deficit
through 1987. ..It raises taxes by nearly
$50 billion through 1987, and cuts spen-

ding by about $13 billion.
Associated Press, July 19, 1984.
•
A new political slogan is offered by
Richard Siano, a New Jersey member of
the Libertarian Party: “Ask not what
you can do for your country. Just go out
and do whatever the hell you can do for
yourself.”
“Iconoclasm Dept.”, editorial page, The
Wall St. Journal, August 19, 1984.
•

“If Abraham Lincoln had to face the

ballot

access

wouldn’t be

laws

a

we

have now, there

Republican Party today.”

Four represen¬
Party visited
with 16 journalists from foreign nations,
who were in Washington and
touring the
country at the invitation of the U.S. In¬
formation Agency (USIA) participating
in a project entitled “Election 1984: The
Delegate and Issue Selection Process.”
The LP

tatives

‘Powerbro¬

no

LP Shows Positive

Trend
by Richard Winger
Richard
ant

Winger is a ballot access consultfor the Libertarian Party

Even though the LP News does a very
good job of covering party election ac¬
tivity, I don’t believe that Libertarians
generally are aware of what recordbreaking year we are enjoying, for elect¬
ing our candidates to office.
In 1984, we have already elected eleven
candidates to public office, the greatest
number in an even-numbered year in the
party’s history. .and the year isn’t over.
The Alaska local government elections lie
in the future (October), as well as all the

-

tatives from the Libertarian

Lewis, in the Lawrence (Kansas) JournalWorld, iu\y 17, 1984.
•
Lewis plans to do away with the
political and business “powerbrokers”
and turn Washington into “a picture of
tumbleweeds growing along Penn¬
sylvania Avenue...It will be a tourist
center where people will come and look at
the government buildings like the
pyramids in Egypt.”
“Libertarian Future:

party's issues (one
bipartisan champion appeared highly of¬
fended that the journalists expected him
to answer questions). The LP
represen¬
tatives were able to point out how the
older parties rigged election laws and
government subsidies to make it very dif¬
ficult for new competition, and were able
to make the point when asked
by one of
the journalists that “yes, the two larger
parties represent different forms of the
same view, while the Libertarian
Party
represents a radically different view of

Meet the LP

LP Vice Presidential candidate Jim

kers,’ ” Montgomery County Sen final
(Maryland), July 27, 1984. ■

nalists about their

Foreign Journalists
Washington, D.C.

was

invited

to

send represen¬

government.”

explain the history and progress
of the party, and to familiarize the foreign
journalists with the obstacles and oppor¬
tunities facing new political parties in the
to

It is believed that this appearance

nalist left the hotel after the session pro¬

udly wearing a “Bergland for President”
bumper sticker. ■

Richard Gardiner, former LP can¬
didate, attorney and head of the recently
formed Foundation for Free

CALIFORNIA PARTY
SEEKS APPLICANTS
FOR STAFF POSITION

Campaigns
speakers ad¬
dressing the journalists. Also represen¬
ting the LP were David Saum, Region 18
National Committee Representative,
Cynthia Messina, former National LP
headquarters staffer,
and
Jim
Featherstone. The libertarian participants
reported that their presentations were suc¬
cessful, eliciting a good deal of interest
from the journalists and prompting live¬
ly questions and answers. The LP ap¬
pearance was particularly impressive
when compared to the two older political
parties, whose representatives were
reportedly condescending and refused to
answer questions from the
foreign jour¬
was one

of the

The Libertarian Party of Cali¬
fornia is now accepting resumes
from individuals interested in a
full-time staff position to begin in
December or January.
Your

should

resume

educational

include

and

professional
backgrouhd. Libertarian Party or
other political experience, and
compensation requirements.
Please send to: Carolyn Treynor,
Chair, Contract Services Manage¬
ment Committee, 629 19th Street,
Manhattan

Beach,
CA 90266.
Deadline is October 20, 1984.

CANCER
& THE BIG LIE!
Efron, author of “The
Edith

Apocatyptlcs: Cancer And The Big Lie"

The Bio-Chemistry of Obedience to Authority!
Sandy Shaw (co-author of “Life Extension" with Durk Pearson)

HOW TO REMAIN FREE & PREVENT WAR!
Prof. Leonard

Llgglo/George Smith

.

Lib.

Playlist

Available

November
Not

Washington, D.C. - Neil Steyskal,
Literary Manager for the Woolly Mam¬
moth Theatre Company, has compiled a
list of plays available with libertarian
oriented themes suitable for conventions,
supper clubs, demonstrations or rallies.
The “Libertarian Drama Kit”, conceiv¬
ed

by Karl Hess, contains 20 works of
drama, mostly short, suitable for activist
usage or just good reading. According to

Steyskal, “few of the plays

are

explicitly

races

in the nation.

only that, 1984 has

seen our

first

"My heartiest congratulations to the Future of
Freedom Conference for your work In bringing news
of the libertarian movement to a wider and wider

audience."—Dr. Nathaniel Branden

victories for state office outside of Alaska

(the three winners in the New Hampshire
races for Delegates to the Constitutional
Convention).
And, 1984 has seen our first victories
to general governing bodies of counties...
in Placer County, California, Brown
County, Wisconsin, and Dane County,

o

12 th Future of Freedom Conf.

OCT. 19, 20 & 21

Calif. State Unlv.,

The number of
to

candidates elected

our

public office by calendar

year

is:

Long Beach (Student Union)—9:30 am to 6 pm

Including Banquet
Honoring Novelist Ayn Rand

Wisconsin.

with Edith Efron. Barbara Branden. Ruth Hill etc

(at Long Beach Holiday Inn)

libertarian, but all oppose some aspect

1977

of the statist

1978

2

from Greek classics

1979

4

Other Speakers: Sandy Shaw, co-author (with Durk Pearson) of "Life Extension";
Thomas Hazlett, economist; Prof. Tibor Machan; John Hospers, USC philosophy pro¬
fessor: Bernard Siegan, law professor; Jay Snelson, lecturer; Robert LeFevre, author;
Ruth Hill, novelist, and dozens of workshops and more.
Ticket Prices:

mentality.” Plays listed range
(Antigone, Trojan
Women) to modern works (several by
Bertolt Brecht) and even some original
works recently performed.
Sources for obtaining the scripts are in¬
cluded in the playlist and suggestions for
additional

works

are

solicited.

“Libertarian Drama Kit”

ed

can

The

be obtain¬

by sending a stamped, self-addressed
envelope to: Neil Steyskal, Woolly
Mammoth Theatre Company, 1317 G.
St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005. ■

2

1980

9

1981

13

1982

5

1983

13

1984

11

Until

Two-days (student)
One-day (student)
Two-days (non-student)
One-day (non-student)
Friday Night Banquet
Reqular Table

(through July)

This does not include instances in

which Libertarians

appointed to
public office, nor instances in which
already-elected officials convert to Liber¬
tarian Party membership after their most
recent

election

race.

Golden Table

are

■

Saturday Night Film Festival

Sept. 29 Until Oct. 10

$20.00
$12.50
$40.00
$25.00

$22.00
$40.00
$4.50

$22.50
$15.00
$45.00

$27.50
$26.00
$45.00
$5.50

At TheDoor

$25.00
$18.00
$50.00
$30.00
$32.00*
$55.00*
$6.50

"Subject to Availability

Future

will

help to spread the libertarian message
beyond the U.S., and one Nigerian jour¬

U.S.

and Elections

August 1984

of Freedom Conf., Box 26044, Santa Ana, CA 92799.
979-5737 (Athena). Make checks payable to Future of Freedom

Info. (714)
Conf. 84
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From page

well result in number two
and a not-improbable
chance of a victory, especially in James
Alan Winter’s fight for District 5

which may

11

positions,

Washington
Tacoma

Allard

has

registered

nurse

announced

for

Karen

the 26th

District’s State House seat. Allard is

life-long

challenger to an incumbent
Republican. Winter recently ripped the
PSC for its proposal to hire a “public
information officer”, a move Winter
termed “an act of desperation.
.hir¬
ing a professional booster at taxpayer’s
taxpense”, particularly in the wake of

Tacoma

of

the

statement. Tax

the defeat of

blasted

with fix¬
ed
and in¬
dividuals should be prohibited from
dumping hazardous materials into the
environment by being accountable for
their actions,’’ she also said.
State Chair Tom Spanos has let us
know that Tom Tanaka is doing great

(h)

Idaho State Chair

Wyoming State Chair
Blomquist
840 Christy Drive

1709 Irene Street
Boise. ID 83702
208-344-6922 (h)

Riverton, WY 82501
307-856-1798 (h)

The

from the Gem State
has been the energetic and highly
publicized battle of Boise economics
professor Don Billings against incum¬
bent Republican James McClure. Bill¬
ings’ campaign pronouncements have
been receiving wide attention, such as
his July suggestion that voters read
McClure’s campaign brochure because
it contains page after page of McClure
congratulating himself for voting for
special interests, while at the same time
congratulating himself on his support
for

a

major

news

balanced budget.

Billings has visited the Moscowgetting two stories in
appearing on KLEWTV, and visited with three radio station
reporters. In the Twin Falls-Burley
area, he also received two newspaper
stories, a TV appearance, and an hourlong visit on a radio talk show. He has
continued with his theme of challeng¬
Lewiston area,
the newspapers,

ing Senator McClure to tell the voters

Arizona State Chair

one

case

instance for championing

of LP candidate Bob Crane

LP vice presidential

candidate Jim Lewis and
LPI chair Barbara Sail got acquainted at the
Idaho LP state convention, (below) Toni
Nathan was the keynote speaker. Photos by
Jack Dalton

Boise ID 83701.

Surprises are becoming routine for
Big Sky Country libertarians, ranging
from the standing ovation Senate can¬
didate Neil Halprin recently received at
the state’s AFL-CIO convention, to the
extraordinary amount of press
coverage
generated by Montana’s
energetic candidates.
Team”

ticket

leaders

Larry Dodge and Clifford Thies have
established a headquarters at 1038
E. 6th St., Helena, MT 59601. They
also have two phone numbers (406449-3865), and 1-800-932-2627), one of
which is an “800” number being used
for
outreach and
fundraising.
Bumperstickers are also available, and
may be ordered from the office address
or: P.O. Box 446, Helena, MT 59624.
Among the issues recently generating
now

press coverage were

the ineffectiveness

drug laws, the injustice of
the current 21-year drinking age
hysteria, privatization of the
“sagebrush rebellion”, the vicious ef¬
fects of high taxes on business cycle
and unemployment, and the need for
the state’s utilities to rely upon the

of current

market

rather

than

monopoly “ratemakers.”
Both the gubernatorial

government
race

and the

present opportunities in
which the LP candidates are boldly

Senate

race

challenging the two big parties, and

which

fee. Morris contends it is

a

discriminates against poor

people. Ad¬

tax

ditionally, Morris recently questioned
the legality of Highway Patrol random
road checks, supposedly for “vehicle
safety and records” inspection. He at¬
tacked the idea of stopping people who
are not suspected of being guilty of
anything serious, and said it reflects
the belief of “officialdom” that people
are
“too stupid” to take care of

Tucson, AZ 85741
602-297-1969

702-786-3329

And

finally, the non-partisan (but
LP influenced) Jefferson Alliance has
succeeded in placing 1-96 on the ballot
(a measure to decontrol and thereby
lower milk prices) by obtaining 19,588
signatures in 49 legislative districts,
when only 18,024 were needed from 34
districts. Initiatives to place before
constitutional amendment

re¬

quiring the 1985 Montana Legislature
to adopt a resolution calling for a na¬
tional

Constitutional

amendment

to

balanced budget amendment
and a measure to deregulate the sale of
dentures to the public also qualified for
adopt

(h)

.

New Mexico State Chair
B

.,

Christa Bolden
204 c
NE

.

Peggy J. Jeney

„

Albuquerque. NM 87123

!62°Eaf7HSSt

602°88^2Z4055
602-886-2405 5

505-299-7061
(h)
505-265-6681
(o)

Arizona
ALP members are gearing up for the
Sept. 11 Primary election, despite the
aprty’s much publicized opposition to
government funded primaries, formally
opposed at the State Executive Commit¬
tee meeting in Flagstaff on June 23. Also
opposed were five so-called “hospital
cost control” measures on the

To date

over

fall ballot.

24 Libertarians

hape

an¬

nounced for the Sept, primary election,
which will also result i the election of
ALP

themselves.

voters a

Nevada State Chair
Daniel Becan
R0. Box 12214
Reno, NV 89510

..

as

Superintendent of Public Instruc¬
tion who is being denied ballot access
as a result of non-payment of a filing

“Freedom
Idaho

William Dee Morris has been visible

for

Montana

James E.

Barbara Sail

NatCom Representative
Emil Franzi
2290 W. Moore Rd.

the

P.O. Box 205,

Kalispell, MT 59903

incumbent PSC member at

now-retiring chairman as ‘the
result of ignorance’ ”, Winter was
quoted as saying.
And Attorney General candidate
well, in

exactly how he plans to balance the
budget, which received good press
response, in his Pocatello-Idaho Falls
visit as well as at his appearance before
the Caldwell Rotary Club.
The Billings Senate campaign has
some nice campaign literature, and can
be reached at: Billings for U.S. Senate,

406-755-1390

an

„

libertarian cartoons of late. The Seattle

Clifford F. Thies
3015 2nd Ave North
Great Falls. MI 59401
406-727-7348

incumbent Democrat

of the

the poor and elderly
incomes.
“Companies

Montana State Chair

an

sioner to characterize the voters’ defeat

some on

NatCom Representative
Della Scott
Box 2104

REGIION 5

blaming the primary result on voter ig¬
norance. “How galling of a commis¬

elements in her platform. She noted
that high taxes are particularly burden¬

REGION 4

the

during the June primary. Winter also

of hazardous wastes will be the central

Explorers’’, charting the experiences of
intelligent alien life forms encountering
statist repression while visiting earth in

over

.

reduction and control

cartoonist recently penned “Freedom

blackmail

sole

resident and a
Community Health
Hazard Surveillance Team, which in¬
vestigates occupational health hazards.
Citing Democrats and Republicans
as responsible for high interest rates,
taxes, and unemployment, Allard call¬
ed for change. “It’s time for a fresh
perspective,’’ she said in her campaign
member

Federal government

21-year drinking age issue.

He is the

Public Service Commission.

a

immigration bill co-authored by
Wyoming Senator Alan Simpson and

a

precinct committeemen, as
prescribed by the state’s election laws.
Pima County LP’ers were “shot from
the saddle” by the state’s confusing and
unfair ruling that county LP members
won’t be allowed to participate in the
government primaries. Another blow for
“bipartisan” democracy.
The Maricopa County LP’s July
meeting featured LP leaders from
Phoenix and Tucson who particpated in a
Q&A session at the Board of Supervisor’s
meeting room on July 10.
The Aug. 8 meeting of the Maricopa
LP featured Duncan

raise the drinking age to 21 fell far
short and a nuclear disarmament

McQuarrie, owner
largest private ambulance
service, who discussed the uncooperatvie
attitude of the City of Phoenix, despite
their claims that they are willing to con¬

resolution fell 1,833 signatures short of

tract out for such services.

the November ballot.

A

measure

to

of the area’s

The State Executive Committee met in

qualifying.

Yamell

Wyoming
The state’s

ballot law

finally

was

declared unconstitutional in late July,
which allowed for a pro-rata number
of

signatures to be submitted in the
an election law change which
greatly forshortened the collection
period. Other portions of the law were
completely overturned.
Incoming Wyoming LP Chair Jim
Blomquist received a nice write-up in
his hometown Riverton Ranger
newspaper, eloquently describing liber¬
tarian viewpoints. Outgoing Chair
Larry Gray of Buffalo garnered con¬
siderable coverage of his comments in
Sheridan during July denouncing the
wake of

Aug. 11 to discuss finance
plan for the ALP’s
hosting of the LP National Convention
in August of 1985. State Chair Kathy
Harrer has assumed the position of con¬
on

matters

and to

vention committee chair. The state party
is now also collecting food coupons as

part of a fundraising project.
The Conconino LP Executive commit¬

against government aid for
County Transit venture, the
Pima County group has been working on
education and voter registration, led by
Tammie Mort and Keith Miller, and Bill
Runsil was officially recognized as the
Yavapai County Chair by the State Ex¬
ecutive Committee, heralding the formatee came out

the Pine

Continued, page 17
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(editorials/features)
Democracy
or

Else

by Mike Holmes

of LP News.

The

right to vote freely for the can¬
of one's choice is the essence of
a democratic
society, and any restrictions
on
that right strike at the heart of
didate

representative government. Reynolds

v.

Sims, 377 US 533.
No

right is more precious in a free
country? than that of having a voice in the
election of those who make the laws
under which, as good citizens, we must
live. Other rights, even the most basic,
are
illusory if the right to vote is under¬
mined. Wesberry v. Sanders, 376 US 1.
A state has precious little leeway in
making it difficult or impossible for
citizens to vote for whomsoever they’
please. Williams v. Rhodes, 393 US 23.
The right of a party> or an individual
to a place on the ballot is entitled to
pro¬
tection and is intertwined with the rights
of voters. Lubin v. Panish, 415 US 709.
Inspiring sentiments, aren’t they? From
no less a source than the U.S.
Supreme
Court. Regrettably, despite these lofty
words, the Libertarian Party still faces a
continuing difficult struggle every elec¬
tion year in order to participate in the
American democratic process. This
struggle often leaves the participants
bruised, battered and broke.
minute! Isn’t the U.S.

a

a

democracy ? Isn’t voting for the candidates
(and party) of one’s choice supposed to
be fundamental
it

is,

but

reasonable

to

the

process? Well, yes.
fair and

unfortunately,
access

to

the ballot for all

serious

competitors in the political
market place is just about the last hur¬
dle to be faced in America’s nearly
200-year-old experiment in democracy.
Even

our

libertarian

oriented

forefathers

originally did not define
democratic participation very broadly,
although for their time it was a radical
libertarian breakthrough. Even so, only
white male property owners were allowed
to vote. Interesting to note, however, that
political parties were never mentioned in
the Constitution and were widely regard¬
ed with suspicion by the founding fathers.
One wonders how they would regard the
present two-party monopoly on political
participation?
Gradually and slowly, however, the
democratic franchise

was

extended. The

Civil War and extentions of th§
ideals

of

the

Revolution

libertarian
eventually

removed the racial and economic barriers
to

voting, although in practice

many

local

governments enacted barriers to particiption

which

have

only been recently

removed. The Nineteenth Amendment
the Constitution

enacted

to

only 64
which allowed over half the
voting population, women, to participate.
In the past 30 years the Federal govern¬

years ago

a

discrimination. Even citizens who don't

Mike Holmes is the Editor

But wait

has taken

particularly active role
in ensuring that a citizen’s right to par¬
ticipate in the democratic process is not
jeopardized by racial or economic
ment

was

read

speak English

carefully
nearly
everyone is guaranteeed the right to vote
by the Federal government, generally a
very worthwhile objective. Everyone, it
or

are now

included in the process. In fact,

seems,

to

except those of us who don't care

vote

for

candidates

who

are

Republicans and Democrats.
This strange development, where the
government encourages everyone to par¬

ticipate, but actively hinders and
a

prevents
varied and diverse choice of candidates

and

parties to vote for, is a peculiar
development which has gone largely un¬
noticed by Constitutional scholars,
political scientists, and those who are
supposedly protecting our democratic
rights.
In fact, the history of political parties
in America until the past few decades has
been one of continual growth and decay,
of new parties supplanting old, and of a
continuing and healthy diversity of
political choices being offered in response
to the shortcomings of older political
organizations. The Republican party
arose out of the ashes of the Whigs and
No-Nothings, parties which once con¬
trolled the nation’s highest offices. The
early Populist, Free Silver, and Bull
Moose parties invigorated the American
political process and offered new and

radical choices

to

the electorate. As late

the

early 1920’s, the Socialist Party had
Congress and elected hun¬
dreds of officeholders.
“Rump"
Democrats, such as Henry Wallace and,
yes, even Strom Thurmond, and George
as

Editorial Policy

members in

Signed editorials represent the
opinion of their authors and do
not necessarily represent the of¬
ficial views and opinions of the
Libertarian ftuty.

Wallace, were able to form viable third
parties and win elections, even though
these efforts were mostly vehicles to ad¬
vance

the individual candidacies of their

founders. The

August 1984

vigorous spawning of new

political vehicles for

new

ideas and

can¬

candidates

contribute

large sums to the
party. Even if you have large financial
backers, which is difficult enough for
to

didates dissatisfied with the old choices
has continued almost to the present day.

third

And while this process

is to succeed in financing the very ex¬
pensive legal and petitioning efforts
necessary to appear on the ballot nation¬
wide. This bizarre result is the legacy of

still takes place,
legal circumstances make these
efforts almost impossibly difficult.
While the Libertarian Party has stead¬
fastly carried on since 1972, fueled by a
fierce dedication to its fundamental prin¬
ciples, the highly publicized defection of
John Anderson in 1980 succeeded largely
because he did not try to form a party.
Anderson floundered badly this year with
his abortive National Unity Party effort
and quickly folded it despite the
availability of millions of dollars worth
of taxpayer subsidies. Other third parties,
ranging from old, tiny leftist parties to
current

such

newcomers

as

the

leftist

New

Alliance, the Citizens and the new-right
Populist party, have entered the electoral

fray with mixed results. None will
come

even

close to the LP’s mark in 1984. And

all of these

parties have experienced the
thing: overwhelming legal and
financial obstacles to participation in the

same

democratic process.
In 1980 our 50 state ballot status

largely the result of
tion finance laws

parties, you have to nominate and
millionaire candidates if a third party

liberal election “reform” efforts, which

strangle

new political competitors with
and financial restrictions, while
subsidizing the two older parties to the
tune of millions in
taxpayer subsidies.
And this hypocrisy is carried even fur¬
ther. While new parties such as the LP
red tape

are

hit with $20,000 fines and

was

reams

of

expensive accounting requirements to stay
clear of the law, the older parties and their
lawyers have uncovered numerous
loopholes which allow virtually unlimited
private funding, in addition to the tax sub¬
sidies, which were supposed to replace
the “tainted” private contributions. Bla¬
tant election law violations committed
by
the politically powerful, such as the
Democratic Vice Presidential candidate,

largely overlooked and dismissed with
penalties. Yet LP candidates are
constantly harassed and slapped with stiff
fines by the bipartisan Federal Election
are

token

quirk in the elec¬
which allows only the
a

run

Commission.
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The whole idea of universal
for the American

sufferage

has somehow

voter

been overlooked in the

area of ballot ac¬
law. While the Federal government
has not hesitated over the years to
literally

cess

sweep from the state lawbooks any and
all provisions which hinder voting on the
basis of race, creed or national
origin,
those who opt out of the so-called “two

party system" continue to face a
bewildering and changing array of ballot
access legislation on a
state-by-state basis,
ranging from the relatively easy to the
'near impossible. Piecemeal
legal vic¬
tories

at

the state

obtained after

or

Federal level, often

frustrating petitioning ef¬

forts have fallen short,

provide only tem¬
porary relief, since state legislatures often
return to “repair the damage” and resur¬

15
tional Director

Honey Lanham has noted,
laws, all third parties must
become nearly full time ballot access
organizations rather than functioning
political parties.”
And this is supposed to be a
democracy? As LP ballot access consul¬
tant Richard Winger has observed, “The
United States resembles most closely na¬
tions such as El Salvador, the Philippines,
“under present

Mexico and Brazil, in its ballot access
laws, rather than Japan and the Western

Dunn
I

Defense

on

glad to see the two thoughtful
Defending a Free Society in
the May-June issue of LP News. It has
been a long time since the subject of na¬
was

reviews of

tional

defense

has been treated

balanced

the world has three, four, and sometimes

reflected in the reviews.

dozens of

manner

in

a

in the Libertarian Par¬

European democracies.” In fact, the U.S.
is nearly unique in the world for a
democratic nation, with only two political
parties effectively able to compete. Vir¬
tually every other democratic nation in

the contributing
frequently mentioned in

ty press. However, as
author most

those reviews, I would like to correct
some

misperceptions of the book

Mike Hall, for instance, states that I

political parties.

rect new

and difficult obstacles when old

ones are

outlawed. Even the short-lived

forth

propose “a global maritime empire” and
that I have “a vision of a national navy

legal victories come dearly. While stolen
money finances platoons of govern¬
ment lawyers fighting ballot access, LP
members are forced to devote huge
percentages of available financial
resources simply to appear on the ballot.
This often leaves very little with which
to actually conduct election campaigns.
Short of running wealthy candidates every

tisan

whose mission is to

world dictators

tion of the government to defend the per¬
sons and property of all U.S. citizens,

tax

election which isn't feasible, third par¬
ties must devote a disproportionate share
of their

resources merely to reach the
starting line in political races. As LP Na-

In

fact, nearly all the arguments put

by government lawyers and bipar¬
apologists have the same false ring
more commonly associated with third
or

Communist nations.

Arguments against fairer ballot access are
“orderly pro¬
cedures” being needed, and the “dangers
of discord and fragmention”, not to men¬

wherever

tion that old favorite, the need to prove
“a legitimate public base of support”.

defense

studded with references to

This

be a somewhat mystical
incalculably easier if you
Democrat or Republican.
rousing calls for the preser¬

seems to

process made
call yourself a
All of these

vation of “order” and the avoidance of

“splintering”

come at a

time when

over
40% of the voters term themselves in¬

newspaper of the Libertarian
the United States. Opinions

dependent from the two older parties, and
greatly outnumber avowed Republicans.
In short, the supposed preservation of the
“two-party” system has been made possi¬
ble by heavy-handed state regulation and
subsidy of entrenched political parties,
and the curious blind spot of the Federal
government in overlooking the voting
rights of those who want new election

ticles

alternatives.

Libertarian

ficial

Lori Sano

Bjornseth

Bob Yaussy

Pasadena Citizen
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Katy. Texas 77450
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Advertising Information
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we

must

be allowed to compete.

when minorities and the disenfranchis¬

(713) 492-6608
Address

fairly compete, we still face the dif¬
challenge of convincing the public
that we have superior political ideas.
That alone is a gargantuan task. But first,
History demonstates that a true
democracy must be constantly re¬
invigorated by new ideas. A true
democratic process allows diverse in¬
terests and minorities, including the
smallest minority, the individual, a
peaceful means of changing society in
new and, hopefully, better directions.
History also teaches us what can occur

Editorial Services

by:

capability is dependant on
uninterrupted ocean-borne imports of
strategic minerals.. .and how this capabili¬
ty is made vulnerable by the declining
size of the U.S. Merchant Marine. I argue
that an expanded Merchant Marine is

decidedly in our best interest—but I do
so by proposing complete laissez-faire in
respect to the regulation of commercial
shipping and ship construction, hardly a
recommendation

that

equates

to

a

“maritime

discussion

Bergland Campaign Editor:

Publisher:

our

ficult

Editor: Mike Holmes

Printed

in which

manner

to

improvement in ballot

access

Production/Typesetting:

illustrate the

I

Murray Roth bard

Of course, no

will guarantee the success of the
Libertarian Party. Once we are allowed

indicated.

ed

Changes

are

frozen out of the

political

process.

But members of the Libertacian

LP News Address

Changes
Party
Katy Freeway. Suite <(385

committed to

Prty
working within the

c/o Libertarian

are

7887

democratic framework. We

are

commit¬

of

was

maritime

limited

to

property,

consideration

not

property

located in

foreign lands. In fact, Eric
Mack's chapter makes an explicit argu¬
ment against the military protection of
overseas holdings (pages 16-18). To sug¬
gest that the book endorses imperialistic
extraterritorial protectionism is an indica¬
tion that the book was not closely read.
Dick Eagleson offered a more sym¬
Letters

tion. Letters should be

kept short and

must include the name, address

and

phone number of the author (for
verification purposes only). Letters

Houston, Texas 77024

ted to the

will be selected at the discretion of the

to

obtain

Editor, consistent with the purpose of
LP News, and may be edited for length
and content. Send to:

Permission is
LP

News

granted to reprint material from

unless

material

is

marked

“copyright". Copley News Service and John
Trever cartoons may be reprinted only upon
written permission from LP News. Publica¬
tion credit and tear sheets are requested for
all material reprinted.

Auburn, WA
Michael

Dunn

professional
analyst and is editor of
American Defense, the newsletter of the
LP Defense Caucus. Ed.
is

a

weapons

Feedback Editor
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ACLU Revisited
A letter in the

May-June LP News sug¬
Libertarians should join the
ACLU’s Bill of Rights Lobby. It also sug¬
gested that the ACLU’s aims are compati¬

gests that

with

ble

of

those

the

Libertarian

movement.

However, the type of “civil liber¬
tarianism”

practiced by the ACLU does
basic premise
of libertarianism
the sanctity of in¬
dividual liberty - as a civil liberties issue.
There is no ACLU policy supporting in¬
dividual liberty, nor does the ACLU
not

yet recognize the most
-

select its

cases on

the basis that individual

liberty is

an issue to
ACLU’s Bill of Rights

be litigated. The
newsletter, for ex¬
ample, does not even mention individual
liberty, much less consider it a category
of lobbying concern in Washington.
Libertarians should join the ACLU and
work

within

it’s

local

affiliates

and

chapters to get the organization to
recognize individual liberty as a civil
liberty issue in it’s lobbying, education
and litigation activities. I have been do¬
ing this in California and would like to
hear from other libertarians around the

country about their experiences with
local ACLU groups.
Randall Grindle
Lake

County Chair

Lower Lake, CA
Readers may contact

Grindle c/o Lake
County LP, PO. Box 684, Lower Lake,
CA 95457. Ed.

Policy

LP News accepts letters from readers
for publication in our Feedback Sec¬

(713) 686-1776

painful and expensive struggle
our rightful foothold in the
political market place. It is only a hand¬
ful of selfish special interest politicians
and bureaucrats who are trying to keep
us out.^They must not succeed. They will
not succeed. For the Libertarian Party,
it is either democracy or else. ■

Michael J. Dunn

in what I have written. In the first case,

Bill Evers

Party of
and ar¬
do not necessarily represent of¬
Party positions unless so

Art Director: Sue

they may be.” These are
thoroughgoing distortions, with no basis

empire”. In the second case,
Mr. Hall reverses my words, for on pages
155-156 I develop a line of argument bas¬
ed on voluntary consent as the basis of
governmental jurisdiction, whereby U.S.
obligation to defend maritime property
is established by contractual agreement.
I raise the point that this principle may
require the modification of the U.S. Con¬
stitution to permit the Navy to refuse in¬
tervention on behalf of unregistered pro¬
perty holders. And, in any event, tl^p

Parry’ News is the official

Associate Editors:

discharge the obliga¬

pathetic review, but errs in stating that
“by (my) own analysis these (12 aircraft
carriers) are marginal weapons.” My
analysis shows no such thing; I concur
with the prevailing view that aircraft car¬
riers are “tremendously flexible
weapons.” They are indispensable to
serious sea warfare in that they provide
regional air superiority, a commodity that
no other ship can provide. For the Navy
to dispense with air power would be as
irrational as the Army dispensing with
tactical air support of ground forces.
Despite these cavils, I enjoyed both
reviews. They represent a spirit of in¬
telligent dialogue on a subject that has
heretofore been discussed in stridently
dogmatic tones. I hope they foreshadow
a wider discussion of defense policy
among libertarians.

Show With Pride
I have

just finished reading the most
and
would like to congratulate you on the ter¬
rific job you’re doing. It is the way a par¬
ty newspaper ought to be, with lots of
news that emphasizes our “wins”, lots of
action photos, lots of name-recognition,
recent

LP News, cover to cover,

and well-done cartoons. What is not

needed are articles by Libertarians at¬
tacking each other over questions of
“purity” and intent. There are plenty of

Continued, page 16
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newsletters and journals where these mat¬
ters can, and should, be aired, but a
general newspaper for the membership at
large is not one of them. I note happily

that items of this nature do not

mar

LP

News, which presents, thereby, a picture
of optimism and achievement.
Particuarly moving was the letter from
Richard Fuerle, regarding libertarianism
and human dignity. It is one of the best
statements on

have

what

we are

ever come across.

printing it, and thank

the

them

include Libertarians in the

tional debates. Don't put
NOW!

it off

-

na¬

DO IT

Don Markowski

Good idea. The national address is:

League of Women Voters U.S.A., 1730
MSt., NW, Washington, D.C 20036. Ed.
Write-in Alternative
A

golden opportunity may have been
created when Bergland/Lewis failed to
make the ballot in all 50 states. Since

all about that I

Thank you for

voters

in those states will be

aware

of the

Libertarian ticket

for giving us a
party newspaper we can read with enjoy¬
ment, and show to our non-libertarian
friends with pride.

through national ads,
magazine articles, etc., the opening ex¬
ists for a letter-to-the editor campaign
about

Sarah E. Foster

arcane

register

ballot

access

laws and how

write-in vote. A substantial
write-in vote may give us more publici¬
ty than if we were on the ballot!
John C. Sproul
to

Claremont, CA

former editor of

Libercal. Ed.

Presidential Debates

Perhaps

of the best ways we Liber¬
spread our message is to be
in the upcoming series of
one

can

included
debates

for

Presidential

and

Vice

Presidential candidates

sponsored by the
League of Women Voters to be held dur¬
ing the next few months.
Four years ago, third party presiden¬

tial candidate John Anderson

was

includ¬

ed with the
can’t

major party candidates. Why
Bergland and Lewis be included in

1984? It makes
I

strongly

urge

a

lot of

sense.

all Libertarians to write

Wasted Votes

again draws near I am
beginning to hear the tired old excuses
as to why “I cannot vote for the Liber¬
tarian even though I agree that (s)he is
the best candidate for the office.” Most
active libertarians

are

familiar with

most

such as “I don't
my vote.”
I may well have missed it, but I have
yet to see a succinct simple answer to this
stupid point. Unfortunately I don’t have
major

excuses,

want to waste

one

PASSPORTS,

like this:

either, but I would like to suggest a

CITIZENSHIPS

DUAL

don’t want to waste
your vote’ by voting for a candidate that
is not going to win. Well, obviously
either Reagan or Mondale is going to
lose, too. So doesn’t that also

Principality
(Est.

going to waste your vote if your
‘major party’ candidate happens to lose?
No, there is only one time when you truly
waste your vote and that is when you vote
for any candidate other than the one that
you feel is the best one for the office.
Chance of winning is utterly irrelevant!”
If anybody has a better, shorter
response, please spread it far and wide.
Doug Hoiles
Sunnyvale, CA

Mystery
A funny thing has been happening at
Post Offices in the Pittsburgh area recent¬
ly. From some unknown mystical source,
SELECTIVE

Info.:
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from
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Advertising
Information
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SLAVERY

SYSTEM protest

forms have been turn¬
ing up in these Post Offices. I wonder if
this might spread across the entire
country?
Imagine an 18 year old entering the
Post Office to inquire about Selective Ser¬
vice registration and

over

20,000 active,

committed readers and

subscribers

each issue. Your

product or service
deserves to be exposed to this in¬
telligent, market-oriented readership.
Agent: Editorial Services (sole advertis¬
ing agent for LP News.) 21715 Park Brook
Drive, Katy, Texas 77450 Att’n: Mike
Holmes

A Real

new

of

that

mean

you are

the

As election time

of the

straightforward line of simple logic
might work. Try putting it something

a

Rochester, NY

tarians

rather

that

“You said that you

Chandler, AZ

you

Sarah Foster is the

League of Women Voters to ask
to
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REGION 5
tion of

a new

Tucson

on

from page
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Green, who is

county LP organization.
The Executive committee meets again in

Sept. 15.

Herb Johnson received

a

nice profile in

July from the Tucson Citizen, in his bid
for 5th Congressional District U.S.
House seat, focusing on open U.S.
borders, repeal of the federal income tax
and the elimination of Social Security.
Johnson is a systems analyst for IBM.
Ronald Tobin and Ken Sturzenacker
continue their visible
on

fight to obtain seats
the Arizona Corporation Commis¬

sion, which deals with state utility regula¬
tion.

Nevada

It’s sometimes claimed that the

only peo¬
ple in Las Vegas who actually make
money are the casinos and cab drivers.
Well, that may not be true, but two Vegas
taxi drivers are gearing up for the
November elections, running on the LP
ticket.

a water resources engineer,
nominated for U.S. Senate against in¬

cumbent Bill Armstrong. Also running
are Jim Phelps, for a seat in the Colorado

Legislature, District 53 (Evergreen), a
real estate broker and attorney, and Jerry
Van Sickle, running for Second District
U.S. House. Van Sickle is

a

home builder

and former

Navy officer who is running
“to challenge the assumption that stan¬
dard party politics can offer a path to
law-and-order, justice, welfare, a sound
economy and national security.”
A CLP member also accompanied
Britt Smith to the IRS office in Denver,
where she paid her back taxes with two
grocery carts full of pennies, $2,200, in a
protest against the IRS, which she said
“wants every penny”.

Marine Vietnam vet. “I’m tired of the
old two-party system

that doesn’t
problems, but merely
perpetuates them.” the LP candidate
said in his campaign announcement.
solve

our

The voters will also

see a

first in the

Sept. 4 state primaries, when Dan Becan
and Ken Cromwell square off for the first
ever primary duel between Libertarians

Evy Tessman

was

County
LP, organizer of the Speakers Bureau,
founder of the Freedom Players, (a liber¬
tarian theatrical troupe,) and is currently
producing a filmstrip on libertarianism.
Utah House candidate Reid Judd (Dist
36) recently issued a press release attack¬
ing the increasing use of governmentissued Social Security numbers for iden¬
tification purposes, noting that he will
sponsor legislation prohibiting such
measures aimed against so-called “illegal
aliens”. “People should be treated as
human beings — not as resources to be
numbered, counted, planned, and
developed for ‘national goals’. This
legislation will simply demand that the
government obey its own rules,” Judd
announced.

NatCom Representative
Blake Huber
Box 8223

Missouri State Chair

Colorado State

Topeka, KS 66601

Headquarters

Bridgeton, M0 63044

913-232-4374

70 South 300 West
Sait Lake City. UT 84101
801-532-6205 (h)

1041 Cherokee

314-739-5488
Oklahoma State Chair

Dwight FiHey
4547 East 16th St.

Denver. CO 80220
303-322-2689 (h)
303-394-2171 (o)

Kansas State Chair

Gordon Mobley
524 Crosstimber
Moore, OK 73118
405-794-1984 (h)

3321 Zoo BfvdL No 302
Wichita. KS 67203

Hugh Butler

316-942-3852

featured stories about his visit.

State Chair Colopy,

addition, the MLP received
considerable coverage during their
difficult ballot drive effort, some of
In

which

even

featured BFP Ballot Access

a

a

legal

Colorado law

against using paid petitioners to gather
signatures to put issues on the state’s
ballot. The group was suing on behalf of
an effort to place a transportation
deregulation measure on the November
ballot.
In addition to State Chair

Dwight
Filley, running for U.S. House First
District seat, the CLP is fielding Craig

reality.”
Other Missouri candidates include

running for the 2nd
Congressional District seat, Phillip
Rustici for 44th District State Represent¬
ative, and John Melcher, running for
Morgan County Commissioner.

Coordinator John Robertson. The

Oklahoma

party’s efforts have met with apparent
in meeting the difficult 21,972
signature requirement, in no small part

Sooner State Libertarians met on Aug.

due to the herioc efforts of State Chair

default by

success

to

Continued, page 18
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First
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shipped within 8 hours of receipt of payment.
Our professionalism goes further. We offer our clients the widest
range of precious metals, not just a few heavily advertised products. We
accept no rebates or subsidies from distributors of any gold or silver item.
We do not barrage our clients with sales pitches; we have never sent out
a bulk mailing. No one at Liberty Coin Service has ever received a

Liberty Coin Service

candidates from the four smaller
who

will

be

in

the

300 Frandor Ave..

A

Please send

spokeswoman for the Senator said in
early July, “.
.all candidates for an

and

.

office should be included in
debates
on

as

as

Lansing. MI 48912. (800) 321-1542

parties

ballot.

many

possible. No candidates listed

the ballot should be excluded from

public debates, except in extraordinary
circumstances.” Well put, we think.

Representing the KLP in any such
debates will be former Atchison mayor

Name
Addret*

a
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pick their nominees, after the surprise
the state Attorney General’s

Colopy and his family.

Incumbent Sunflower state Senator

National LP Chair Paul Grant led

in Santa Claus doesn’t make him a

Kansas

Nancy Kassebaum (R) has tentatively
agreed to a series of debates, including

Colorado
effort to strike down

(h)

Bill D. Earnest

70 South 300 West
Sait Lake City, UT 84101
801-532-6205 (h)

people want to believe there is a sugar
daddy. Unfortunately, an abiding faith

glossy sales literature. So our clients enjoy the lowest prices in the
industry as well as professional personal service.
If you become a client of Liberty Coin Service, you will not receive
monthly envelopes stuffed with “limited offers’’ and recommendations on
how you can get a 300% to 650% profit in only four years. You will not
get access to 24 hour phone lines. You will not get breathless calls from
salesmen advising you that they have a special investment opportunity.
(All too often, these “special” opportunities offer readily available
merchandise marked up 30% to 100% over normal market prices!)
But you will get personal service from a professional. You will get the
industry’s lowest prices. And you will get concise market information.
We can’t tell you the names of our clients; we hold their names in
strictest confidence. But we demonstrate to you why thousands of
individuals have chosen to deal with us. Discover how rewarding deeding
with Liberty Coin Service can be. Return the following coupon or call us

Chad Colopy
14804 Dorrance Lane

Representative
Hugh Butler

Colorado State Chair

considerable publicity
during his two-day visit to the state while
attending the state convention in
Springfield on July 14,15. The Kansas
City Star and St. Louis Globe-Democrat

Lewis generated

on sales. We respect our clients’ intelligence and judgement.
Our operation is trim and efficient: we put our resources into serving
our clients, not into elaborate promotions, direct mail solicitations or

REGION 7

Denver, CO 80204
303-573-5229
Utah State Chair

LP Vice Presidential contender Jim

ticket, Mike Roberts, a mechanical en¬
gineer in Kansas City, is running for the
5th District Congressional seat. Roberts
noted in a recent news interview, “Most

commission

House seat.

NatCom

Missouri

Bergland/Lewis

In addition to the

City Councilman Douglas

Merritt, the LP’s U.S. Senate candidate.

the first recipient of the

“Firebrand Award” given at the first an¬
nual Karl Bray Awards on May 31. She is

in that state for the 2nd District U.S.

REGION 6

and current

Chad

Utah

the Vice Chair of the Salt Lake

22-year old Joe Morris is running for
1st District U.S. House seat, noting that
“I won’t perpetuate the pork barrel
politics of the past.” He comes out
strongly against taxation and spending,
draft registration and military adverturism, and repeal of victimless crime
laws. Also running, for State Senate
District 5, is Las Vegas cab driver Randy
Marchese, a former firefighter and exsame
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page

a

victory for the OLP in

Wicklund and Judi Rogers. Fred Hewitt,
Pam Jacoby, Dwight Johnson and Bruce

Wright

access case.

picked for the State

were

Election Board Secretary Lee Slater
did not take the news very graciously,

Executive Committee.

and

advantage of the June 19 public hearing
by the Treasury inviting comment on
“tax reform” proposals. Hewitt told the
Treasury that the only “fair tax” is no tax

was dragging his feet in setting up
procedures to register people as
Libertarians, even though it meant only
notifying county officials of the
possibility, which even the press labeled
“foot dragging”, while he claimed he
needed more specific instructions from
the judge. The bipartisans strike again...
State Chair Gordon Mobley said he
anticipates perhaps a half dozen LP can¬
didate running, possibly including
himself, although details weren’t
available at press time.
LP Veep torchbearer Jim Lewis
generated his usual quota of press clips
during his late July jaunt to Tulsa, with
one headline reading “Libertarian
Claims Voters Choosing Between Two

MLP

at

member Fred

Hewitt took

all.

Nebraska
As

a

result of

a

favorable decision by

Federal Judge Van Pelt, two onerous

requirements of the Nebraska election
law were struck down (requiring a
mandatory pledge of party support, and
a county distribution requirement),
which has paved the way for a successful
petitioning effort to place the LP ticket
on

candidate for the 8th

birthday.
NatCom

Representative Gerry Walsh
also reports that he is being “punished”
by the mayor of Roselle, where he is a
village Trustee, for not going along with
the “gang” and was not reappointed to
his position on the Finance Committee or
any other committee. He doesn’t sound
like he’s suffering, though. “This is the
punishment which befalls the errant
politician who incurs the wrath of the
leadership. It does not surprise me that
politicians can be bought and sold,” he
observes, “what surprises me is how low
the price is.”

North Dakota

North

Dakota

Garderner had

libertarian

Ken

NatCom

Representative

NatCom Representative
Linda Taylor
389 Dayton No 26
St. Paul, MN 55102
612-222-3406 (h)
Iowa State Chair

Michael Lewis

3410 Shamrock Dr.
Iowa

City, IA 52240

319-351-2371
Minnesota State Chair
Undo

Taylor

389 Dayton No 26
St. Paul, MN 55102
612-222-3406

Nebraska State Chair
Daniel Salem

Director

17165 Fahrner Rd.
Chelsea, Ml 48118
517-784-4982
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July 29, at the Ramada
Further details are not immediately
on

Former State Chair Emmett Elrod of
Deadwood had

a very thoughtful letter
published in the Lead Daily Call,
explaining the LP and giving many
reasons why South Dakotans should sign
petitions to place the party on the ballot.

Chair

Larry Cunningham
436 14th Ave, S

Fargo, ND 58103
701-235-8967 (h)
South Dakota State
Chair
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750 Nicollet, SW
Huron, SD 57350

Minnesota

NatCom Representative

441-3D Chasseral NW
Comstock Park, Ml 49321
615784-6619 (h)
313-577-2268 (o)

things, will feature Bruce Evoy
performing his now famous “Patrick
Henry” speech. Also featured will be the
annual auction to raise funds for LP

host of candidates for office this

They include three Supreme Court
candidates, a U.S. Sendate candidate, 10
candidates for U.S. Congress,. 30 state
representative candidates and 10 county
office candidates. Senate candidate

Lynn

Johnston is

running an active campaign
and reports over $8,000 raised to date.
The party is organized in 16 counties and
five more are expected before the

x

2136

(o)

9857 S Damen

Chicago, IL 60643
312-445-5296 (h)

In addition to the successful

Ringer’s Restoring the American Dream
and Ed Clark’s For A New Beginning,
and plans on focusing on fiscal
responsibility in his campaign.
In addition to electing NatCom Rep.
Linda Taylor as State Chair, other state

ington

candidate for U.S. Senate.

Putman, of Mankato, is president of an

business and by
a

LP officers selected at their June 16 state

convention include Joe Rohner, Tom

of

court

ordered

Nominating Convention” to re-nominate
its candidates on Aug. 5 in the new
districts, to avoid running afoul of the
chaos created by the government’s own
inability to run its own affairs.
Among the candidates receiving
economics

distribution. The South-Central group
held a goals/strategy session in Bloom¬

Bergland/Lewis
ticket, Richard Putman will be on the LP

result

a

attention is Northwood Institute
Illinois

mathematician, physicist, linguist and

In addition to the

As

LPM will hold its “Second Semi-Annual

computer programmer. He became
interested in libertarianism by reading

activities.

is

a

fall.

789 Overland Ct.
Roselle, IL 60172
312-894-8680 (h)

comple¬
tion of the difficult ballot drive effort,
and Steve Givot’s high profile U.S.
Senate campaign (see related story
elsewhere), the Illinois LP has been active
in a variety of ways.
The DuPage County group manned a
booth at the annual county fair in July
and did some petitioning and literature

interest,

and

having ballot status, the
$1,000 in the bank

redistricting of state House districts, the

Illinois State Chair
Tim M. Griffin

Founder’s Day banquet on September 29
in Minneapolis, which among other

office products
education
and

517-484-5153 (h)
517-484-2188 (o)
Wisconsin State Chair
Donald J. Blaies
1712 Howlett Lane
Waukasha, Wl 53186
414-549-1688

Martin J. Hillard

Gerry Walsh

312-381-1980

The Minnesota LP will hold its annual

as

Lansing, Ml 48933

Michigan State Chair

November elections.

Spencer C Nesson

605352-4682

slate

112 W Allegan

LPM also reports over

available.

1014 S. 30th Ave
Omaha, NE 68105
402-341-0691
North Dakota State

Michigan Executive

James Hudler

South Dakota
The SDLP held their state convention

Givot

on
on

Aug. 12 and held a picnic for
Aug. 19 in Marquette Heights.

The Rockford Area Libertarians have
also been active,

working on the ballot
drive, participating in the July 4th
parade, and have been invited by the
Chamber of Commerce to participate in
the parade celebrating Rockford’s 150th

Kentucky State Chair
David Gailey

Indiana State Chair

Steve Dasbach
202 N Jefferson

R» 1, Box 87

S, Whitley, IN 46787
219-723-4717 (h)
219-723-5146 (o)
Indiana State

Berea, KY 40403
605986-9478
606-986-3456
Ohio State Chair

Headquarters

Robert DeBrosse

BO. Box 1601

221 South St.

Indianapolis, IN 46206

Piqua. OH 45356

317-359-5060

513-773-8726 (h)

active of late,

professor George Leef, who is
seeking the 10th Congressional District
seat. Supreme Court candidate David
Raaflaub spoke at the Washtenaw
County (Ann Arbor) supper club meeting
on Aug. 21 on the subject of “Abuse of
Constitution and Natural Law in

Michigan.”
Wisconsin
The

Badger State LP reports that its

finances

are

in the black and that it will be

running four State Assembly candidates
fall, although its policy decision in
early spring resulted in a strategy to not
actively recruit candidates for fall
elections, but instead to concentrate on
the Berland/Lewis campaign.
Gary Barnes, 40, a Green Bay
steamfitter, also has announced as a
this

challengers. Among these can¬
attorney Brad Warrent, for
the 10th District, economics professor
Cecil Bohannon of Ball State University
for the 2nd District, Michael Fallahay, a
Bloomington purchasing agent, for 8th
District, marketing director Joseph
Laiacona, who is waging an active battle
for the 4th District, and steelworker
James Willis running in the 1st District
(see related article elsewhere).
These races promise to stimulate a lot
of interest in LP activities, capitalizing
upon the successful visit by Dave

didates

Michigan

in Sioux Falls

Cincinnati, OH 45202
513-621-7326 (h),

with LP

REGION lO

In addition to

REGION 8

NatCom Representative
Norma Skoog
621 Mehring Way, *1208

The LPI has been very

good letter published in
the Grand Forks Herald explaining how
the LP candidate would not be a “yes
man” to special interest groups, and how
the LP is the only party committed to
reduced government on all fronts.
a

REGION 11

and Chair Steve Dasbach reports that all
10 congressional seats have been filled

In

addition, Barbara Flick of Omaha
reported to be the NLP candidate for
Douglas County Commissioner, and
may also be on the ballot this fall.

Congressional

District seat.

Indiana

the ballot.

was

August 1984

are

Bergland at the July 7, 8 state conven¬
tion, along with running mate Jim Lewis.
At least

one news

article dubbed the LP

as

“Indiana’s most

are

doled out to incumbent office holder

persistent third
party.”
LP gubernatorial candidate James
Ridenour is continuing his state license
plate legal action (personalized plate fees
parties) with a new challenge filed in July,
in addition to an appeal of a previous
suit.
State Chair Dasbach also reports a suc¬
cessful state fair booth

public drawing
ham, which attracted a lot
of interest with the slogan “the only
Libertarian Party pork barrel you’ll ever
see.” A recent parade float also drew
considerable public cheers and support,
when the LP pickup truck (the bipar¬
tisans used semi trucks) sported a banner
reading “No license plate funds used in
for

a

canned

this float.”
Ohio
The

Buckeye

State

LP

really

demonstrated how to get your “money’s
worth” out of an LP presidential cam¬

paign visit, as this June 27-July 1 account
of Dave Bergland’s visit illustrates:
On the 27th Bergland arrived in Col¬
umbus and attended several events plann¬
ed by Steve Stevens, a Columbus activist.
His stint included a speech at the Ohio
State University student union, a school
newspaper interview and radio interview,
and a class presentation. After a dinner
with local libertarians he headed for

Toledo.

Mike Nunn, LP Congressional canContinued, page 19
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Dick Gaumer, super fund raiser, is
Ohio convention banquet
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enjoyed by Lynn Johnston & David Bergland

at

REGION 11
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Alabama

didate, hosted Bergland while in Toledo.
The day was taken up with newspaper in¬
terviews, and morning press conference
and a radio interview. An evening dinner
at Tony Packo’s restaurant (made
famous from the TV show M*A*S*H)
was highlighted by a coincidental meeting
with running mate Jim Lewis, who was
also in the Toledo

Lynn Johnston displays her book, Who's
Afraid of the IRS?, during an appearance in
Cleveland prior to the convention

area.

Nunn.

Perry Boling and James Forrester.
Bergland’s late June visit to
Memphis, in addition to his radio talk
show appearance, also yielded an hour
long “Face to Face” interview with
David Yellin which was aired on June 19,
and repeated on July 7 and July 8.
man,

The Alabama LP is

Fielding six

can¬

didates for U.S. House seats in the state,
a U.S. Senate candidate (State Chair S.D.
Yana

Dinner at Tony Packo’s in Toledo was a Bergland Ohio
stop. Here he visits with LP congressional candidate Mike

Davis),

a

candidate for the

Alabama Public Service Commission

presidency, and three county or precinct
level offices. On the statewide ballot, the

Dave

Libertarianism’’ meeting for new
members and prospects organized by
Gerard Milner and Elizabeth Barthlow.

Speakers slated included Roger Rlail,
Mike Holmes, and David Hutzelman.
Delaware State Chair

REGION 14

Vernon Etzel. Jr.

Holiday Hills
2204 Coventry Dr.

ALP will be the

only party listed other
than the usual crowd of bipartisans.

Wilmington, DE19180
302-475-4423

The

following day in Cleveland includ¬
ed a newspaper interview, three TV ap¬
pearances, and two radio interview
shows. He capped off the day at a
cocktail party opening the state’s LP con¬
vention. On the 30th, Bergland gave

the
convention banquet speech which drew
standing applause, and met with

delegates and members of the press.
The successful State Convention, plan¬
ned by Chair Dick Gaumer and
Treasurer Peter Wilbur, also featured
Michigan U.S. Senate candidate Lynn
Johnston, lizertarian attorney
and author Michael McMenamin, home
schooling advocates Mark Fresh and
Robert Lynch, and LP candidates for
Congress Milt Norris and Mike Nunn.
Activist Bernard Baltic also did

an

outstanding job of documenting the
events

of this whirlwind week of LP

ac¬

tivity.

New

Arkansas

a

Louisiana State Chair

James

G. Zachary Smith Jr,
Woodview, Rt. 5, Box 405-H
St. Francisville, LA 70775
504-635-4220 (h)

Agnew

33 Pine Street
Wharton, NJ 07885
201-989-0422
Alabama State Chair

S. D. Yana Davis
Alabama LP
BO. Box 11514

Birmingham, AL 35202-1514
205-870-7984 (h)
205-933-9524 (o)
Arkansas State Chair
Alan Lindsay
BO. Box 15305
Little Rock, AR 72231

501-371-9252

Mississippi State Chair
Charles Clark
BO. Box 143
Berkinston, MS 39573
601-928-3806 (h)
601-928-5211
Tennessee State Chair
Don Winfield
5909 Shelby Oaks Dr.,
Na 155

Memphis, IN 38134
901-685-6637

(o)

NatCom Representative
Barbara Karkutt
Box 1236
Easton. PA 18042
215-252-1684 (h)

convention, which she reported was at¬
tended by a “lot of nice, friendly liber¬
tarians.” Among the candidates endors¬
ed was Crawford County resident Frank
Gilbert, who is running for District 7
Crawford County Justice of the Peace.
He faces only a Democrat opponent.

Pennington, NJ 08534
609-466-2754 (h)
Pennsylvania State Chair.
Ralph Mullinger
2135 Walnut

Philadelphia. PA 19103
215-963-0127
215-293-6477

(h)
(o)

Delaware

According to reports, State Chair Ver¬
Etzel, Jr., has sent several mailings
to registered Libertarians seeking finan¬
cial support and potential candidate for
non

Mississippi
LP Presidential candidate David

Bergland enjoyed a very productive oneday whirlwind tour of the state on June
26, which concluded with a news photo
carried statewide of him presenting his
qualifying papers to the Secretary of
State’s office in Jackson.
State Chair Charles Clark reports

that
Bergland’s visit began early in Biloxi/Gulfport, where he met with the editorial
board of the Biloxi-Gulfport Herald. His
visit there resulted in radio, newspaper
and TV coverage from the ABC affiliate.
The front page news story received was
very objective. This scene was largely
duplicated in the capital of Jackson,
the

NatCom Representative

113 Palmer Rd.

National Director Honey Lanham was
featured guest at the August state LP

where he met with the editorial board of

REGION 12

Jersey State Chair

John S. Schafer

largest state paper, the Clarion
Ledger, and had a one hour TV interview
with the CBS station, which will be edited
into short segments to be aired during the
fall election

season.

The

Mississippi LP State Central
a late August meeting in
Greenville, to help stimulate the party’s
growth in the northern part of the state,
and a State Central Committee meeting
has been tentatively set for December in
Hattiesburg.
Committee held

Tennessee

Four west Tennesseans have been

chosen

LP ticket electors.

They are
Robin Schermerhorn, Mary Frances Pit¬
as

the November ballot.
The Delaware LP held its annual state

Texas

Dishing out more of the usual brand of
bipartisan “justice”, the Federal 5th Cir¬
cuit Appeals Court turned down the
LPT’s appeal for a bid to appear on the
Texas ballot this fall, in a hasty decision
which seemed to reflect the judges’
desires for a quiet Labor Day vacation
rather than

a

fair review of the facts. A

continued battle is

likely at the Supreme
Court level, although that is complicated
by the fact that time is short and the
Court is not currently in session.
The state LP held

an

Executive Com¬

mittee

meeting in early August, where
they established a permanent committee
to study past ballot drive efforts and plan
for future ones. Facing a $25,000 debt as
a result of ballot access efforts (win or
lose, the LPT’s 1984 effort was basically
their own), the LPT has beefed up the
Finance Committee by adding Val Ward,
Ron Holder and Greg Clark to the ranks.
On a somewhat more positive note,
Austin LP activist Fred Ebner reports
that a recent legislative committee on the

election law

actually invited public com¬
ments, and he took advantage of the
situation to point out current inequities
and suggest more reasonable alternatives.
The Harris County LP (Houston)
sponsored a Sept. 5 “Introduction to

convention at Forwood Elm School,

Brandywine, to endorse candidates,
select state Committee members and

con¬

sider charter revisions.
New

Jersey

NJLP U.S. Senate candidate Harold

Leiendecker is adding a much needed lift
the Garden State Senate race, with

to

several of his

campaign themes raising
important issues in the race.
Chiding incumbent Bill Bradley (D)
for his so-called “fair tax” proposal,
Leiendecker noted that this alleged
“reform” would eliminate many of the

current

deductions that overburdened

taxpayers currently enjoy. One of his
themes is the “ant and the

grasshopper”

story, with an added “elephant and

donkey” twist, whereupon all concerned
decide to live off
with

Leiendecker is
as an

someone

predictible
a

else’s efforts

consequences.

civil engineer who works

executive for Exxon in New York

City. Leiendecker also blasted his
Republican challenger Mary Mochary
for offering to sell government housing
projects for 30<t on the dollar, noting that
this resembles

an

offer to bribe voters.

The candidate has been active in

com-

Continued, page 20
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munity affairs and campaign suport

can

be directed to the: Leiendecker for Senate

Committee, 750 Washington Ave., Apt.
6, Belleville, NJ 07109. Dan Maiullo is

serving

campaign manager.
promising race shaping up is
Richard Deprey’s race for Waldwich
Borough Council, in which the candidate
notes “I have the greatest potential of
winning” and in which he pledges to run
an active campaign. He will be leafletting
the town of 11,000 and participating in a
locally televised debate sponsored by the
JayCees. A few campaign contributions
may be the difference between winning
and losing, and contributions can be
made to: Duprey for Council, 2 Ida
Lane, Waldwick, NJ 07463. Ray Young
is serving as campaign manager.
A NJLP General Meeting was held in
conjunction with a summer picnic at Len
Flynn’s in Jackson on July 21, and
fellowship and party business combined
for a good time for those in attendance.
as

Another

Pennsylvania
Although one-third of the needed
41,000 signatures were collected by
volunteers, the LPP opted for a paid

fort in the state, it’s the centerpiece,”
observed State Chair Dean Ahmad.

Overcoming the state’s arduous restric¬
on third party candidates, Grove
collected signatures of 13,000 Mon¬
tgomery County voters, 5,000 more than
required.
“I hope to reach people who are open
to our view and who are willing to listen
to our reasoning, to our arguments for
reducing the government and turning
towards the marketplace,” Grove was
quoted as saying recently, in the
Washington Post. Grove and the
Bergland/Lewis ticket will be the only LP
candidates on the Maryland ballot.
tions

Washington, D.C.
Scott Kohlhass has
LP contact person

agreed to serve as
in the District pending

formal LP selection of officers. Scott and
other LP activists

responsible for
gathering the signatures needed to place
the LP ticket on the D.C. ballot, and
renewed activism is expected in the area.
were

REGION 16

NatCom Representative
John Francis
2953 Quentin Rd.

Brooklyn, NY 11229
212-376-9269 (h)

coordinator and LP consultant Marshall

New York State Chair

Fritz

John Francis

organized

an

effective 11th hour ef¬
putting the party

2953 Quentin Rd.

fort which succeeded in
on

Brooklyn, NY 11229
(h)

the ballot.

212-376-9269

But the difficult effort will be well
worth

it, judging from the high quality
candidates being fielded in the Keystone
State.
In addition to top ticket leaders
Bergland and Lewis, State Chair Ralph
Mullinger is seeking the State Treasurer
slot and LP National Treasurer David

Walter is

seeking the Auditor General’s

post.
Four strong

national and state house
congressional candidates are also in the
running. Restaurant manager and
political science graduate Richard Ed¬
ward Caligiuri is making a determined
run

for the 14th Distict U.S. House, at¬

torney Dan Mulholland is seeking the
18th District seat, Pittsburgh native and

engineer Henry Haller III is seeking the
43rd District State Senate seat, and
Charles Stutler, a union member, H.J.
Heinz Company employee, and father of
three, is seeking the 20th District State
House position.

REGION 15

Kunberger
3905 Bexley Place
Marlow Fits, MD 20746
301-899-6933 (h)
District of Columbia

Chair
Scott Kohlhass
101G Street SW A-214

Washington, DC 20024
202-484-8064

New York
New York’s Free Libertarian Party

has

been

busy with their difficult 42,000
signature ballot drive, being conducted
on

an

“all volunteer” basis this year.

New York

City has set itself the highest
goal, 10,000 signatures, and has been us¬
ing “tabling” in various areas of the city
to distribute literature and scout out good
petitioning locations.
To date 13 FLP members have

an¬

nounced their candidacies,
U.S. Congress to State

ranging from
Senate and
Assembly. Among the more active can¬
didates so far are registered nurse Wanda
Hudak, seeking the Broome County Ex¬
ecutive seat. She is planning nine prime
time local media speeches, a door-todoor petition drive, a potential voter
identification effort, a pollwatching ef¬
fort and

a

“Friends of Wanda Hudak”

committee. Harold Lebowitz, a 31-yearold internal auditor, announced his in¬

tention to seek the 87th Assembly seat
and will focus on ending the restrictive

Maryland State Chair
Imad-ad-Dean Ahmad
4323 Rosedale Ave

Bethesda, MD 20814
301-951-0539
West

Virginia State Chair
Stephen Fielder
B0 Box 67
Terra Alta, WV 26764
304-789-6485

four of NYC’s five boroughs enjoyed a
backyard barbeque and laid the ground¬
work for the August petition drive. Fred
Cookinham was guest on “What’s On
Your Mind” Fordham University radio
talk show on June 30, where he discussed
the LP approach to victimless crime laws.

NatCom

Representative

26 Brimsmeod St.

Marlborough, MA 01752
617-485-9373 (h)
Connecticut State Chair
RO. Box 3279
New Flaven, CT 06515
203-389-8200 (h)
Maine State Chair

Jeffrey H. Crafts
BO. Box 165
Wiscasset, ME 04578
Massachusetts State
Chair

ment.

A June 24 “Friends of
was

Liberty” picnic

held at the home of Bill Lackwood in

Binghampton and

a

number of guests

from around the state attended. Jim

where

the featured

speaker. Lewis
foray into Westchester
he spoke at a picnic at the home of
was

later made

a

Reed Halstead in Mount Kisco.

Barry Lockard
Belmont, MA 02178
617-484-7994

i
New Hampshire
Chair

State

Sid Maxwell
37 Silberton Drive
Nashua, NH 03062
603-880-8859 (h)
Rhode Island State

Chair
John F Kronenberg
59 Richland Rd
Cranston R! 02910
401-944-8942

9 Jonathon St.

(h)

617-273-4111 (o)
Vermont State Chair

C Lynn Fife
Box 37

Burlington, VT 05402
802-658-0743 (h)
802-656-3036 (o)

Connecticut

that
working hard to fulfill

State Chair Thomas Ross reports
CLP members

are

the state’s difficult ballot drive re¬

quirements. Ross himself is hosting na¬
host

tional LP ballot drive miracle-worker

“Independence Day” party at his
Brooklyn home, where members from

Marshall Fritz and Howard Wilson in his

FLP State Chair John Francis
to an

was

home

with the state’s

protest the arrest of a Communist
Party petitioner. Despite the large
ideological gulf between the groups, the
Connecticut LP obviously didn’t con¬
done the Hartford police’s totally unwarto

CP

petitioner on main
peace.” Even the
Reds have Constitutional rights.

leland Webber

Thomas & Ross

up

a

street for “breach of

REGION 17

207-882-7629

posed by the state that have caused a
shortage of affordable rental housing,”
he charged in his campaign announce¬

Earlier, the LP lined

ACLU and state Federation of Teachers

rented arrest of

“Emergency Tenet Protection Act”,

Lewis

Maryland
33-year old computer technician
Samuel Grove is gearing up for his run
against Democrat incumbent Michael
Barnes in Maryland’s 8th Congressional
District. “In terms of our educational ef¬

Volleyball and the chance to get together are two attractions at the annual Rochester picnic. It
usually attracts Libertarians from all over upstate New York and even a loyal contingent from
Canada. Photos by Wendy Ng.

which Lebowitz notes is not the way to

protect tenets. “It is the rent controls im¬

NatCom Representative
Paul

August 1984

during this difficult endeavor.

Maine

again, “bipartisan” justice is be¬
ing challenged by the Maine LP in its at¬
tempt to place the Bergland/Lewis ticket
Once

on

the state’s ballot. Three members of

the LP filed suit in Hennebec County

Superior Court challenging both the
petition¬
ing and the bizarre requirement that
signatures be “certified” by local ballot
officials prior to submission to the
Secretary of State. This challenge, cur¬
rently on appeal, is yet another in the
LP’s quest to overturn what seems to be
an endless variety of variations in that
bipartisan political game “Let’s keep

limited time frame allowed for

them off the ballot-somehow”.
New

Hampshire

Former Chair Arne Erickson of

Epping received statewide publicity with his
announcement of his candidacy for 1st
Congressional District U.S. House.
Erickson, 31, is headmaster of the West
Epping Family School Inc., and intends
to use his candidacy as a “Declaration of
Independence for Education in this coun¬
try”.

LP NEWS

Sid Maxwell of Nashua
State

was

selected

Chair, to replace Erickson, at

cent state

21

August 1984
as

A

a re¬

convention.

Liberty Primer

Rhode Island
The Rhode Island LP urged state

reject the governemnt sup¬
ported proposed “Greenhouse
Compact”, which was to be the first state
level experiment in government-planned
“industrial policy”. Party spokesman
A. A. Fiocca said the plan would supplant
the state’s free market economy, would
much and would become mired

in

politics. Fiocca pointed out that the
state’s economy would be improved by
eliminating personal and corporate state
income taxes and reducing government
regulations. Apparently the voters were
listening, since this proposal went down
in flames during the June election.
Attorney Anthony Gianfrancesco
undertook the difficult role of state ballot
drive coordinator, and served as the
liaison between state and National LP

sponsored efforts to achieve ballot status.

"I

heartily endorse A Liberty Primer

LP

Congressional candidate James

Hedbor blasted the current government

“paper money” policy, charging at a Ju¬
ly 20 press conference that inflation
won’t stop until politicians quit creating
money “out of thin air.” He noted that
commodity backed money will keep the
system honest, citing gold, silver, maple
syrup and even firewood (which he
displayed) as possible commodities which
could be used. The Hedbor effort is gear¬

ing up for a full time campaign, and he is
contacting the League of Women Voters
to schedule debates, which the incumbent
has already agreed to do. Hedbor’s July
11 Montpelier news conference focused
on Social Security “cashing out”, and he
enjoyed his ride in the July 4th South
Hero parade in a 1960 Buick convertible
with his daughters Astrid and Ingrid.
Gubernatorial candidate William
Wicker has also been

running a heavy
campaign schedule, with recent publiciz¬
ed blasts at the federally imposed
21-year-old drinking age push and a
serious questioning of the massive police
raid on the Island Pond religious sect. His
campaign has and will include meetings
with community and environmental
groups (including the state employees
association), civic clubs, and participa¬
tion in LWV-sponsored debates among
the gubernatorial candidates on Sept. 25
and Oct. 17. He’s also been active with

radio and newspaper interviews.
The July 3rd “D-Day (Decriminaliza¬
tion

Day) celebration did not go
unrecognized in Vermont, with
Orange/Windsor County LP Chair
David Atkinson and supporters

Craig
Neally and Beryl McPhetres brazenly de¬
fying state law in their two motorcycle
parade past a state police outpost without
wearing the government required
helmets. Atkinson chose this method of

protesting government victimless crime
laws, of which the helmet law is one ex¬
ample, although he stated that “99% of
Continued, pcif>e 22

I think it is

cellent tool to deepen the understanding of those
to
learn more about liberty."
-Ed Clark
"..

provides

".. one of the most difficult aspects of becoming a libertarian
is the commitment to read more that usually accompanies it.

ex¬

Roger

Suddenly you discover that there have been great libertarian
thinkers and writers since recorded time began and you feel a
great urge to read more and know more.
But you wonder
how you will find the time to do all this reading.
With these

excellent,

thoughts in mind, I applaud the creation of A Liberty Primer
by Alan Burris. This book is an excellent introduction to Lib¬

smorgasbord for the intelligent mind."

a

an

who want

--

MacBride
"..fun

read,

to

enlightening,

and

principled;

humane introduction to libertarianism "

-

an

Peter R.

Breggin,

ertarianism.

M.D., author of The Psychology of Freedom, and psychiatrist,
Bethesda, Maryland

heel

Coercion
"I

to

want

congratulate

you on a fantastic book, A Liberty
long overdue and is generally so well
done- written with such beautifully simple, yet powerfully clear
style- that it will likely do more to advance the cause of
freedom than anything written before."
Donald Cochran,

Primer

It has been

"It's

HI,

the

titles,

No.

and

Olijnyk,

so

libertarian

a
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Liberty Primer outsells them all " - Martha
Ontario, Canada, Libertarian Party Bookstore

Liberty Primer is an excellent introduction to Libertarian¬
It is deep without being boring; radical without being ali¬
enating....I congratulate the Rochester SIL chapter on this im¬
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Chair.

follows

who knows

nothing at all about libertarianism
asks, 'What is libertarianism, anyway?’ all you have to do is
give him Alan Burris' A Liberty Primer
It’s simple, it's
clear, and all the basics are there
The numerous excellent
quotations not only keep up the reader’s interest, but illustrate
the depth and breadth of the libertarian tradition."
Dean
Ahmad, Platform Committee, Libertarian Party
"Libertarian candidates and armchair debaters alike

can
--

book for candidates."

Tar¬
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the

at

end

of

the

book."
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Libertarian

"The book's 26 chapters cover the basic elements of such
subjects as the history of liberty, philosophy of liberty, prop¬
erty rights, economics, public education, environmentalism,
nature of government, theory of justice,
foreign policy, patents
& copyrights, and liberty &
language, among others, and
conclude with a chapter on strategy for liberty
Not only does
it explain ideas well established in the libertarian
community,
it offers original contributions to libertarian
theory in the areas
of privacy, trade secrecy, contract
theory, personal ethics,
statist psychology, and the moral limits to the
right of selfdefense.
This primer is nothing if not comprehensive the
main strength of A Liberty Primer is in its clear,
readable,
and entertaining presentation of a wealth of libertarian ideas,
and in the infectious passion for
liberty which shines through
the writing, from the first page to the last." - LP News

--

good use of Burris’ primer
I recommend it highly."
Walter, Co-Founder, Society for Individual Liberty

source

Carolina)

"A Liberty Primer is, without question, the
single most
comprehensive introduction to the libertarian movement.
..in¬
valuable as a reference for speeches and articles by libertar¬
ians.
A study guide which is full of questions for libertar¬
ians who are interested in internal education and development

portant contribution to the movement." -- Prof. Jennifer Roback, Economics Department, Yale University; Connecticut
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Libertarian

"By simplifying the intellectual groundwork of liberty, laid by
people such as Herbert Spencer, Lysander Spooner, Ludwig
von Mises, Murray Rothbard, and others, Burris has
performed
a gargantuan task
...This one book could open many, many
doors for anyone wishing to learn more about libertarianism.
The book beautifully assembles knowledge on a vast variety of
subjects.
Burris has separated the book's chapters into the
foundations and ethics of libertarianism, the history of liber¬
tarian ideas, the principles of a free economy, the role of gov¬
ernment (if any!), and libertarian positions on defense and for¬
eign policy.
Furthermore, Burris has written a superb over¬
view of the possible strategies for achieving a libertarian so¬
ciety...
He often quotes individuals of very different philo¬
sophical persuasions, who often reveal the weaknesses of
their political views in contrast to libertarians
All libertar¬
ians, whether they are new to the libertarian movement, or are
experienced activists, would benefit from reading this book.
enjoyable and entertaining reading " -- Vermont Libertarian

"Alan Burris’ A Liberty Primer is the best and most com¬
prehensive introduction to libertarianism presently available In
clear, simple language, it covers all aspects of libertarianism
from libertarian concepts of rights, to economic theory, to
strategies for obtaining liberty. This book is particularly rec
ommended for introducing newcomers to the philosophy of
liberty." -- Jarret B. Wollstein, author of Society Without

Honolulu,

Vermont

Reviews

Readers' Comments

voters to

cost too

By Alan Burris

make

Dave

,

"..everywhere I
Garcia
"A

I recommend Alan’s book”
Alicia
National Chairwoman, Libertarian Party

Clark,

go,

Liberty Primer is

extremely useful tool for organizing

an

at the local level

activists."

-

I recommend it for activists and 'would be'
Howie Rich

"...there is an up-and-coming contender for title to Best
Introduction to Libertarianism- Alan Burris' A Liberty Primer.
...I readily expected to have to bend-over-backwards

"I lend it to newcomers and recommend it to activists in the
libertarian movement.
It’s a substantial compilation of basic
issues
and
concepts
that’s an excellent resource for

candidates "

Frances

-

trying to
things about the book.
I was mistaken.
Burris’
to the
introductory literature of libertarianism
should see a growing audience.
I recommend this book to
those interested
in
learning more about liberty, without
hesitation.
(Burris has) provided a fine recruiting and selfsay kind

contribution

Eddy, National Secretary, Libertarian

Party
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is
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’waker-upper’ for sure!"
Legislator

a

"Next to Atlas
favorite book."
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Dick

Shrugged, A Liberty Primer is
Dagny Sharon

Randolph,
my

education tool to the movement, that deserves to take
alongside Friedman, Rothbard, and Nock." -- Idaho

all-time

"Highly

-

"The Primer has been very helpful in
County Council for the Island of Kauai."

my campaign
-Mike Dyer,

".

for the
Kilauea,

recommended."

.eminently

readable ..simple

readers...could
"A Liberty Primer is an excellent internal education tool for
all state parties.
It is an engaging treatment of the full
reaches of Libertarian thought."
-Emmett Elrod, South
Dakota Chairman, Libertarian Party
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send
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copies of A Liberty Primer as soon as
in a recruiting program here, and I wish to

possible
We are
sell these to new members
book.
I find it to
libertarianism I have found
more
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Free

second generation libertarian effort.
was
written using all the first and

a

Texas

By this I

current
libertarian thinkers as a stepping stone, giving each their due
and proceeding onward from there.
I encourage you to read
it and enjoy it.
And the quotes from it can keep us

going for

"A

"Please

enough

Chronicle

It is both a useful introductory book for
people just learning about the philosophy, and a handy ref¬

(to

Newsletter

World

Libertarian's library.

"Your book has become something of a bible to me
I refer
to it more than any other book on basic libertarianism." -James W
Rourke, Victoria, B.C., Canada

Libertarian

Free

any high school graduate (well, most of them,
artful enough to be appreciated by most

Hawaii

Liberty Primer is well worth having not only for yourself
expand your own knowledge, and to help in writing
articles and speeches) but if used as a gift it would be
welcomed
by
others
interested
in
learning
about
libertarianism " - Hubert Jongen, Editor, VRIJBRIEF, Dutch

--

place
Liberty

a

come."

--

Anchorage

Libertarian
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Box 10224, Drawer LPN, Rochester, NY 14610
Enclosed is $
for
copies of
A Liberty Primer, at $7 95 eacfv
(NY residents add

Society for Individual Liberty of Genesee Valley,

appropriate
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the time you would be foolish not to wear
one.” There were no arrests or even any

police interest, despite advance notifica¬
tion, but the story resulted in a wave of
newspaper stories.
The VLP is also gearing up for David
Bergland’s upcoming Sept. 12, 13 visit,
with meetings with editorial boards of the
state’s major papers, press conferences
and radio and TV talk shows in the

works.
In addition to Hedbor and

Wickers,
Jack Simons has planned to declare for
Secretary of State, a Lt. Governor can¬
didate is soon to announce, and Ed Pell
of Colchester is ready to announce for
state House Chittenden 9-1, joining the
nine other previously announced can¬
didates.

Chair Ron Heaton reports that the se¬
was as much fun as the
first.

August 18 and State Chair Steve
Kreisman gave an overview of the Cam¬
paign ’84 Committee activities, including
two recently produced brochures: one
deals with statewide and national

can¬

‘primer’ on the
SCLP. The Committee is also selling a
silver ignot with the Statue of Liberty em¬
a

bossed for $50 to raise funds for
didates.

Vice Chair Ron Heaton proposed a
resolution urging the SC voters be given

Chair
Marsha Hollenbeak

right to initiative, recall and referen¬
dum, which passed. The Convention also
previewed TV commercials produced for

just sit around and philosophize with
speech resulted in a
standing ovation.

Boliva, NC 28422
919-253-5496 (h)

Clover, SC 29710
704-588-3814

Virginia State Chair

Richmond, VA 23229
804-740-6932 (h)
804-276-6850 x 299 (o)

James R. Elwood

9308

each other.” His

Dr. Steven Kreisman
RQ Box 159

Rt. 1 Box 498 A

Farmington Dr.

The LPNC held its 9th annual
tion in Charlotte

on

conven¬

June 22-24. David

Bergland, who had campaigned in
Wilson, Raleigh, and High Point earlier
in the week, was the opening speaker,
followed by LPNC gubernatorial can¬
didate Fritz Prochnow, US Senate can¬
didate Bobby Emory, Southern Liber¬
tarian Messenger editor John Harllee and
Libertarian International co-founder
Vince Miller. There were also workshops
on

the

homeschooling movement, gold

and silver, and on investments. David

Bergland

the keynote speaker at the
banquet, where he gave an
encouraging speech on ‘‘How We Can
was

convention

Win in November.”

Marsha Hellembeak, who has been
very
was

active in the party for several years,
elected State Chair, and David

Bozeman

was

elected Vice Chair.

Bozeman, 20, the editor of a newsletter
called “The Young Libertarian,” is try¬
ing to attract young people to libertarian
principles. Other Executive Committee
members chosen were Erik Christensen,
John Coverington (Recording Secretary),
Dino Harrell, Dwight House (Treasurer),
Linda Janca (Membership Secretary),
Garland Johnson, Sue Lamm (Editor),
Rick Pasotto and Craig Springer. The

904-249-3629
Florida State Chair
Diane Pilcher
1243 Coletta Dr.
Orlando, FL 32807
305-275-6781

Georgia State Chair
Bruce Earnheart
888A White Pine Dr.
Decatur, GA 30032

404-292-5331 (h)
404-656-1200 (o)
TMB

were

also nominated for Con¬

Cynthia Sullivan (Dist. 2) and Lin¬
da Blevins (Dist 5). Also nominated for
State Senate were Jan Chapman, Steve
Vandervelde, Howard Johnson, Mitchell
Olinger and Wayne Crews. State House
gress;

candidates nominated

were

Bill Griffin

Compton. Additional local
candidates may be entering the electoral
fray, having until Sept. 12 to declare.
Congressional candidate Bob Madden
appeared on the educational TV program
‘Carolina Journal’ on July 3rd, and both
Ray Pike and Hugh Thompson have
been making political hay out of their op¬
ponents’ refusal to meet them in public
debates.
VP candidate Lewis, Madden,

Thompson and Senate candidate Steve
Davis also held an August 17 press con¬
ference in North Augusta after spending
the day touring the Savannah River
(nuclear weapons) Plant, noting that
despite the impressive array of
technology and talent, the nation would
be better off if such

resources

could be

put to more positive use. U.S. Senate
candidate Steve Davis also recently let
loose

NLKVI

IN

SOCIAL SECURITY
riXCIBCO IN m MAIL'

LP Presidential candidate Dave

Bergland addressed a Sept. 1 “Duck
Club” convention, sponsored by Robert
White, in Orlando. This group generally
supports “hard money” economics, a
position shared by the LP candidates.
Western Florida coast LP member
Don

focusing

on

the Bradenton Herald

which he hopes will flush out a few
libertarian supporters.

more

Award

Georgia
The GLP is
with the

participating in a lawsuit
Populist Party in challenging the

state’s unreasonable ballot

and which also

is

GREEN

punt

laws,
objects to the state’s
access

“20°7o rule” which says a party must have
attracted the support of at least 20% of
the state’s registered voters in the last

gubernatorial election in order to be of¬
ficially recognized on state ballots.
This rule “imposes undue burdens on
the freedoms of speech and political
association” guaranteed by the Constitu¬
tion, the lawsuit says. Libertarian at¬
torney Walker Chandler is handling the
legal appeal in the case for the LP.
Georgia’s restrictive ballot access laws are
among the most undemocratic in the na¬
tion, according to election law specialists.

to

and shin colors are appropriate
sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL (it m doubt order

designs. Adult
larger size). Prices listed below Include postage end
handling within the US.A
a

SEND:$ 7.95 for 1
$14.95 for 2
$19.95 for 3
To: Blue Mt.

Graphics

125

Liberty St.
Allentown, PA 18102

Do As I

Say, Not As I Do,
Comrade

Budapest, Hungary - A high Communist
Party official remarked recently that the
Party wished that more Hungarians who
write letters complaining about the
system would identify themselves, instead
of sending in anonymous letters to the
newspaper. The high official, however,
refused to be identified by name.

IF YOU CARE
Support Freedom....

pointed blast at the federally man¬
55-mile-per-hour speed limit, term¬
ing it “federal blackmail” and “ar¬
bitrary”, but also urged “extremely
tough laws” on reckless driving that
results in death or injury, as well as drunk
driving.
a

Display the poster worth 1000 words
Large 16x23" heavy duty poster
board suitable for framing. Blue
lettering with black and white
pictorial. $3.00 + 75* postage and
handling each. Also available,
poster art on T-shirts.
S M L XL $5.95 ea. 4 for $19.95.

Virginia
The VLP failed in its efforts to obtain
the 14,000 signatures needed to place the
on

the ballot. This effort

was

attend the International Libertarian

Convention in England
drive

I

LITTLI

Florida

dated

to

MIT

WHOREHOUSE

fort

Thompson (Dist. 6)
(Dist. 3). Additional

handicapped by the relocation of several
Virginia activists to other states, and the
absence of some party leaders who chose

The SCLP is one of the few state par¬
ties to have more than one state conven¬
tion in the same year. State party Vice

1

ty. Hennig plans a letters-to-the editor ef¬

candidates

d**tgn« copyrighted by B.M.G.

\J

Pike (Dist. 4), Hugh

LP ticket

South Carolina

\

and Bob Madden

day of

month in Raleigh.

u
Vi

Hennig reports that there is a small
but active LP presence in Manatee Coun¬

Executive Committee meets the 2nd Sun¬
every

All

The convention then heard from
declared Congressional candidates: Ray

and John

North Carolina

outrageous T-shirts

Neptune Beach, FL 32233

the

“sell the benefits of libertarianism and

South Carolina State
Chair

Gerald Nyren
2113 3rd Street South

A collection of somewhat

can¬

not

North Carolina State

REGION 19

on

hand, and he emphasized the need to

NatCom Representative
David Saum
5597 Seminary Rd.
Na 2412 South
Falls Church. VA 22041
703-820-7696 (h)

\

The convention convened in Columbia

U.S. Senate candidate Steve Davis. LP
VP candidate Jim Lewis was also on

REGION 18
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period.
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Make check or money order to:
FREEDOM ENTERPRISES
15765 Main Market Road

Burton, OH 44021
Quantity discounts available
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Q & A
format

Brochure—explains LP positions and

60-second spots on various
subjects dealing with the economy, and

Reason
Foundation’s

ONE-STOP
FREEDOM SHOPPING
QTY.

sists of daily

purposes in

question and answer
(10c)
Preguntas y Respuestas—panfleto en Espanol; traduccion del folleto “Q & A About
the Libertarian Party"; 8V2x 11 ”
(5c ea.)
1984 Platform of the Libertarian Party—current statement of principles and
official positions
(50c ea.)
1984 Libertarian Party Bylaws & Convention Rules
($1 ea.)
Fourth of July Brochures—new & revised; great handouts
(5eea.)

is aired

as a public service, and aims to
make current economic policy issues

understandable to the average

In its 1982-83

LP Issue

Papers

(50c

ea.;

of the Local Government Center, an¬

significant growth in the past

for this series include

"Nuclear Power—A Question Of Insurance"

Speakers Bureau Manual
A New
.

($5ea.)
($4 ea.)

Beginning by Ed Clark

Libertarian Political Action—campaign skills, including organization, petition¬
ing, fundraising, outreach, media
($5 ea.)

tank for

Network Radio, and a

is headed

version for

.

We Hold These Truths—excellent introduction to the Libertarian Party. Available in
16mm film ($125), VHS ($45) & Betamax ($45, specify Beta I or Beta II)
Rentals—film: $25 for two days, $40 for one week; tapes: $15 for one week.

(Specify VHS, Beta I
.

.

.

or

Director and Senior Fellow, who is a

past year. The Foundation’s staff consists
of

Beta II .)

Research, Inc.; rental only
($30/2 days)
Why Be A Libertarian Candidate?by elected Libertarians; audio cassette tape ($2 ea.)
Ed Clark Answers Fifty Questions From The Media—audio cassette tape
($5 ea.)
Social Security—featuring Ed Clark, Murray Rothbard and Bruce Daniel
($2 ea.)

Campaign Workbook—excellent campaign manual; A-Z for the "underdog"
candidate

($18 ea.)

Letters to the

Editor-good "how-to” brochure; 8V2" x 11"
(5c ea.)
Legislature—Article by Hank Parkinson;

How to Get Elected to Your State

reprint

are

sulting

Winning Political Campaigns with Publicity—by Hank Parkinson; LP reprint;
paper
($5ea.)

on

POSTERS/BUMPER STICKERS

Policy Program and the Academic Pro¬
gram, as well as adding additional staff
and increasing funding to a hoped-for

$2.6 million annual budget by the
year. For more information
Reason Foundation and its

the

on

con¬

Taxation Is Theft, Taxation Is

municipal privatization and
through the Local Govern¬

Theft, Taxation is Theft

Center.

radio series

Economy” which

Washington, D.C. - When asked recent¬
ly to list four factors which would in¬
crease a
taxpayers’ chances of being
audited, IRS Commissioner Roscoe Egger, Jr. replied, “tax shelter, tax shelter,

project is
“Perspective on the
was

taken

over

from

the Manhattan Institute for
.

in

February of this

year.

fifth

about the
activities,

write: Reason Foundation, 1018 Garden
Street, Santa Barbara, CA 93101. ■

Another Reason Foundation

8"x 10" parchment-like paper;
($2ea.)
LP Posters
($2 ea. or 10 for $10.00)
"Against The Draft"—LP NatCom resolution; 11" x 17" parchment-like paper
"No Draft, No War"—anti-draft resolution; 23"x35" glossy
"Clark for President”—19"x26" campaign poster
Bumper Stickers—blue/white, 15"x33A
($1 ea.)
Legalize Freedom/Vote Libertarian
Libertarian Party/The Party of Principle
Vote Libertarian/Peace, Prosperity, Freedom

Policy Studies
This series con¬

tax

shelter, tax shelter.”

ORDER FORM
Make checks

T-SHIRTS

payable to Libertarian Party

ORDER SUBTOTAL

"Libertarian

Party” T-Shirts with Statue of Liberty logo, printed in dark blue
neck, white
S
M
L
XL
($7 ea.)
Crew neck, pale blue
S
M
L
XL
($8 ea.)
Women's french cut, pale blue
S
M
L
XL
($9ea.)
Men’s

the Local Government Center, the Public

related matters
ment

caligraphy

books and

numerous

LP News. The Foundation also does

($5ea.)

Statement of Principles—sepia
suitable for framing

eight full time and three part time
employees. Key objectives for the Foun¬
dation's five year development plan are
to increase Reason Magazine’s circula¬
tion to 100,000 (comparable to New
Republic or National Review), expanding

Among recent accomplishments
the growth of Reason
Magazine’s circulation to 35,000, its 1983
annual income of $1,740,000, and the
publication of several new books and
sponsorship of major academic pro¬
grams. Publications of the Foundation
recently have included Rights and
Regulations, which grew from a Reason
Foundation conference, and Defending
a Free Society,
consisting of 12 essays
on defense related issues edited
by Poole,
which was reviewed previously in
noted

POLITICAL TECH. FILE
.

The Foundation has been successful at

articles.

The Incredible Bread Machine—16mm film by World

Spanish language
Hispanic radio stations.

PhD.

author and editor of
.

longer version

attracting corporate funding and obtain¬
ing support from other foundations, and
enjoyed a 30% revenue increase in the

Philosophy Professor at the Univer¬
sity of California at Santa Barbara and

FILMS/VIDEO/TAPES

a

for the 10 million listener Cable News

Liberty” the Reason Foundation
by longtime Libertarian and
Reason Magazine publisher Robert W.
(Bob) Poole, an MIT trained engineer
and policy consultant, and assisted by
Tibor R. Machan, Academic Program

10 or more at 25c ea.)

economists Tom Hazlett and

Roback, economic analyst
Richard Wilcke, columnist Tibor Machan
and Reason President Robert Poole, Jr.
If funds can be raised, additional projects

years and impressive plans for the
next five years. Billing itself as “a think

"Unemployment"
"Nuclear Weapons Freeze"

are

listener.
regular commentators for the

Jennifer

two

ISSUE PAPERS/BOOKS

seven

series

an¬

report, the Reason Foundation,
publisher of Reason Magazine and spon¬
nounced

informational

charge

nual

sor

It is billed as an

newsfeature” which is offered free of

The
-

estimated 155 radio stations

the country.
“educational
and

Growth
Continues
Santa Barbara, CA

on an

across

$_

crew

15% DISCOUNT if subtotal exceeds $50._
ADD 10% POSTAGE AND HANDLING*.

._

ETCETERA
ORDER TOTAL

"Vote Libertarian” Buttons—blue/white; 2'A"

(50c ea.)
Flag—slogan on one side; slogan history printed on
other; 4 V2 x 6% folded paper
(5c ea.)
Libertarian Party Banner—3'x 5’; blue on white with Statue of Liberty logo. ($15ea.)
Statue of Liberty Notecards—with envelopes; white on blue; pkg. of 25... ($10 ea.)
Social Insecurity Cards
(1Xea.)
Selective Slavery System Protest Form
(1c ea.)
LP News Subscription*/Gift Subscription—six issues per year; non-member or gift
($10 per year)
'Included free with national LP membership

$_

"Don’t Tread On Me”

.

SEND SUBSCRIPTION TO:
Name

‘Orders

are

.

.

.

.

Bill my

□ MasterCard

Bank No.

Name

as

LDVISA

Account

Exp. date.

no..

(MasterCard only)

M/A

appears on card

Address

City/State/Zip
Day Phone (

Address

shipped UPS when possible. Please provide street address.

Evening Phone (.

Occupation and Employer Name*
'Optional. Federal law requires

(complete for LP News subscription only)

us to ask.

Mail to: Libertarian

Party, 7887 Katy Freeway, #385, Houston, Texas 77024
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How to Make Your Newsletter
Work for Liberty
Fritz

tribute the

printing. If you must go
commercial, use offset print, not
photocopy, and expect to pay under

Executive Director

of the Liber¬
Party of California until mid-June.
is now working on special projects
for
was

tarian
He

$50 for 1000 2-side 8x14” unfold¬

the LP.

ed

Your local libertarian newsletter can
work for liberty in three ways: 1)
keep

or

one-fold, including photo¬

reduction.

4) to fund this investment
advertisements

awareness.

members to

The

most

newsletter is

you can sell
ask some

Four”

fundamental
to

or

join the “Gang of
(four people who split the
cost of printing and postage for pro¬
spective libertarians). Be sure to
thank the “Gang of Four” in every

Keep Members

job of

LP

an

keep

your members in¬
formed. Active members need to know

what is

being done, by whom, when and
where, and especially why. Supportive
members may not be active, but need to
know that their support is paying

issue.

5)

use

ADDRESS

Otherwise

the

Post

Office

just
dumps the newsletter if the person
has moved, and you never know it.
Expect 2-3% address correction
returns each month. The charge is

Hence your basic newsletter has at least
two
attributes: dependability and

readability. Regarding the first, you want
be in the mail 14 days before the pro¬
gram meeting. Like clockwork. Regar¬
ding readability, here are five ideas to

CORRECTION

REQUESTED every issue to get
notified of change of addresses.

dividends.

to

sends its newsletter to this broad mix of

want to

people:

3.Creat

example:
1) the membership application form
to join your state party.

25C each for this service.
When you are

using

your

newsletter to

list of the next three

a

or

convention.

5) aim your newsletter at local interest
items

(eg, stupid proposals by local
politicians. Note -- avoid cynicism,
let facts speak for themselves);
minimize or avoid intra-party

contention.

Of

Awareness

you want to increase the
people who are aware of liber¬
tarians in your area. The newsletter is one
of the best tools you have. As your fun¬
ding becomes more secure, you can easi¬
ly find names and addresses of 200-500
to send “complimentary” subscriptions
to one medium size county in California
course

number of

titude such

as

“all of

Political

Ltr to editor writers

can

send your

STRATEGY/TACTICS

become
“free

things the government
job on is producing various
kinds of maps of the U.S. and its political
subdivisions. Some show politically in¬

lists of those who

seem

to

Jim and Eloise Hedbor load the first issue
issues required a volunteer with a van.

of Free Vermont into their Toyota. Subsequent

VLP Launches Ambitious Tabloid

with

Here

bragging

five ideas:

NON-PROFIT bulk mail¬
ing permit (this costs $80.00, but
allows you to mail for 5.02C.)
2) find a volunteer to keep your mail¬

ing list on a computer. This speeds
updating, and allows you to print
the self-adhesive mailing labels in
zip code sequence, a must for the
5.02C rate. (Sorting by hand is to
be avoided if you wish to remain
sane.

This I know

firsthand.)

seem to

be:

State-County Subdivision

These

x

42 inches.

GE-50 U.S.

to

indicate ranges of data

general, they

are

based

on cen¬

data from the 1970’s.

Subject matter
of the maps includes population, Con¬
gressional Districts, housing, income,
race, retail sales, and employment. 30 x
42 inches. Request Order Form POF 488.
Congressional District Atlas - The
boundaries of the 435 Congressional
Districts of the 98th Congress, conven¬
ed January 1983, are depicted on the
maps of the latest edition of this atlas!
This publication shows the Congressional
Districts for each state; each county that
is divided between two or more Congres¬
sus

is! But the Vermont LP believes

are

-

values. In

ly 60. From this modest start, the Ver¬
mont newsletter grew steadily and
quick¬
ly became a vital tool in developing a
dynamic, thriving party. Today, the

secure a

libertarians

Basic

different colors

One of the smallest
states in the nation is currently produc¬
ing one of the largest circulation liber¬
tarian publications anywhere. If that
sounds like bragging, well - perhaps it

1)

practical political planning tool,
in various types. The most rele¬

come

Maps - These maps
generally show the geographic distribu¬
tion, by county, of various demographic
and economic characteristics by using

with us on one issue. (You
may wish to send these letter
writers a kit, eg, Q & A brochure,
sample newsletter, and form letter).
As your newsletter list grows to 500 or
more, you will need to find efficiency
measures to keep the cost affordable.
agree

their

area,

•

5) letters-to-editor writers; find ad¬
dresses in phone books or county
voter

about

Order Form POF 490. 30

of

see

informed”

corporated places and those census
designated places for which separate
population figures are published. Request

five

to

be

ty divisions), and the location of all in¬

acquaintances that they

respect and would like
become libertarians.

reflect

some

demographic data.
These maps can be of value to LP
leaders, candidates, and other political

maps, by individual state
show the subdivisions of coun¬
ties (minor civil divisions or census coun¬

newsletter to hun¬

names

and

areas

economic and

vant to

find leads:
1) registered libertarians (if your state
registers by party).
2) expired members. •
3) names from fair booth type activity.
or

decent

a

corporated

or

current members for

use our

still have it! ■

we

One of the few

does

and

ways to

friends

effective tool. Let’s

press” while

Available

Maps

are

an

Paul Grant. The maps can serve as a con¬

names.

the list for 6-12 months. Here

coin

Maps

crete,

prospective members to tempt
them to join. You will want to add 25-50
new names each month and
keep them

4) ask

20

150

availability, observed National LP Chair

dreds of

on

Others (churchmen, gun

should

2. Attract Members
You

270

shop owners,
politicians)
These are just a few of the proven
techniques to help your party newsletter

•

members’

use

60

Acquaintances of LPers
Inquiries
store owners,

more”.

5)

60
150

givers

activists, and “the various State Chairs

do

us must

85
105

Educators

four up¬

coming events showing the topics
and dates; and date of next year’s

ft SENT

Newspaper, radio & TV

libertarian”.

start with:

1) clean typing.
2) four or more pithy or humorous
items per issue.
3) 15% or more “white space” (ie,
don’t crowd in too much printing).
4) “upbeat” — avoid the imploring at¬

TYPE
Association Directors

2) J/12th of the Q & A brochure each
issue (cycle thru it each year).
3) a 100-150 word monthly column
highlighting a current member
describing “Why I became a

4)

members 2) attract members 3) create
1.

attract new

For

3) search your membership for a
printer and ask him/her to con¬

by Marshall William Fritz

members, you will probably
aim its contents in new directions.
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•

Burlington, VT

-

a

little

be in order. This party is
publish its third edition of Free
Vermont, a 12-page bi-monthly tabloid
with a circulation of 20,000. To put that
in perspective, note that Vermont is
represented by a single Congressional
District and has a population of a little
about

more

may

to

than half

Just two and

a

million.

half years ago

the then
tiny state LP published the first Vermont
Libertarian News, a single photocopied
legal-sized sheet with a circulation of ona

newsletter is
a

a

free distribution newspaper

mailing list approaching 900, and

is distributed in bulk in hundreds of
stores,

laundromats, restaurants, and

throughout the state.
The first edition of the tabloid format
Free Vermont
with

a

published in Mardh
of 12,500. The May-

was

circulation

sional Districts; each small intricately
area where
congressional district

divided

boundaries

follows

streets,

corporate

limits, streams, and other difficult-tolocate linear features.

Request Order

June issue had 15,000 circulation and the

Form POF 483.

upcoming July-August issue will have-a

In general, the maps are inexpensive
and order forms for any of the map pro¬
ducts listed above are available free of

20,000 press run.
Cost has
obstacle.

proved to be a major
Surprisingly, the cost of prinnot

Continued, page 25
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charge from: Data User Division, Bureau
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Free Vermont

Officeholder Profile

A

John Kelleher

Big Success

From page

24

ting 12,500 of the first 12-page issue at
a weekly
newspaper publisher was com¬
parable to that of printing 2,000 copies
of the 8-page letter-sized newsletter at a
quick print shop. In addition to this
economy of scale, and having more room
for articles, the Vermont LP has found
that a considerable portion of the costs
be recovered

through advertising
revenues. With such a large circulation,
the paper can offer economical ad rates.
The biggest secret to the Vermonter’s
can

success

is talented individuals who

are

willing to volunteer their skills to the
publication. First and foremost is editor
Eloise Hedbor, a writer and professional
journalist, who spearheads the effort and
provides helpful and effective leadership.
She has undertaken this responsibility in
addition to managing her husband Jim’s
Vermont Congressional race. Nearly all

John Kelleher, recently
Hamp¬
shire town of Epsom, is already putting
his new found celebrity to work. The
county paper, the Suncook Valley’ Sun, has
agreed to publish his column “One
Selectman’s Opinion,” which will appear
in the largest paper in the county. He
reports that his column is already been
“well received, and it has definitely been

Epsom, NH

elected

a

-

Selectman in the New

well read.”
In the Concord Monitor, Kelleher was

recently profiled as a consistent cham¬
pion of individual rights whose low
budget campaign (he put off buying a
muffler to purchase a newspaper ad dur¬
ing the election) won him the respect of
many for his consistent espousal of liber¬
tarian ideas. His consistent campaigning

of course,

Libertarian

increased

awareness

of the

Party and its ideas

tial

impact. Particularly since the entire
voting population of the state is only

312,000.
Anyone

wishing a sample copy,
subscription information, “how-to” in¬
formation, or advertising rate informa¬
tion should
at

contact

Eloise Hedbor, editor,

(802) 372-5041. ■
Goulash Justice

Budapest - Underground Hungarian
magazine publisher Gabor Demszky was
hospitalized for five days after receiving
a severe beating
from state security
policemen. He is now to be tried on
charges of “assaulting police.”

Costa Mesa, CA 92626
714-754-1776

304-789-6485 (h)
Dale Hemming
5451 5th St„ NE, No. 306

Fridley, MN 54421
612-572-9137 (h)
612-623-6494
Matt Monroe
1213 Hermann Dr., No. 655
Houston, TX 77004
713-524-0046 (h)
713-524-2919 (o)

Murray Rothbard
215 W. 88th St, No. 2-E
New York, NY 10024

Gramling, SC 29348

212-724-1606 (h)
Geoffrey Steinberg
235 Pelham Road

Philadelphia, PA 19119
215-843-6803
215-625-6153

(h)
(o)

404-458-1444
Past Chair

Headquarters Staff

Alicia Clark

713-686-1776

3445 Monterey Rd.
San Marino, CA 91108
213-796-8231 (h)

National Director

Ruth Bennett

Honey Lanham
Computer Operations
Susan Van Dyke
Financial Operations

2405 Terrace Drive

Lucia Toro

Puyallup, WA 98371

Administrator

206-848-7679

Margaret Werry

Members At
Epsom,

New Hampshire Selectman John
Kelleher fights for tax limitation.

Large

(h)

since his second finish in 1982

finally
paid off with his overwhelming victory
in the current election, held earlier this
year. The Monitor story described him
this way, “Even his own position as
Selectman is suspect. If the people of the
town shared his beliefs about government

said. ‘Great. I could go home if they'd
do that.’ ” The story also pointed out
Kelleher’s stand against zoning and his

than three tons of LP literature, a
saturation that is bound to have a substan¬

Mary Gingell
1525 Mesa Verde Drive E„
Suite 105 West

RO. Box 1251

media

more

Committee Officers
Chair
Paul Grant
12477 W. Cedar Ave., No. 202
Lakewood, CO 80228
303-989-3408 (o)
Vice-Chair

Heide Hartmann-Davis

and abolished the office of Selectman,

Vermont libertarians will have distributed

RO. Box 67
Terra Alta, WV 26764

Secretary

among
thousands of Vermonters. Professional

people are taking the party more
seriously too, and one TV station even
did a story about Free Vermont!
Using this simple, inexpensive, all¬
volunteer tool, by the November election

National

894 Pine Rd.

distribute Free Vermont have been many

proof of the paper’s effectiveness
is the results: dozens of inquiries, new
memberships, several LP candidates and,

(h)
Stephen Fielder

Warminster, PA 18974
215-672-3892 (h)

as

The

Ed Clark

3445 Monterey Rd.
San Marino, CA 91108
213-796-8231

David Walter

by Vermonters, and articles cover a wide
variety of subjects.
Of course, it is possible to spend a lot
more money on production and typeset¬
ting, but it hasn’t proven necessary. The
staff, which is now larger than the en¬
tire state party in Jaunary 1982, has learn¬
ed how to do the layout, pasteup and other
necessary tasks, by acquiring these skills
the newspaper evolved,
step-by-step.
Helping with the effort to produce and

ray, Jerice Bergstrom, Bruce Wiley, Bar¬
bara Trask, Brad Bender and Gary Trono.

Directory

Treasurer

the material in Free Vermont is written

volunteers, including Bob Bennett, Ed
McGuire, Lynn Fife, Bill Wicker, Jack
Simons, Marla Weiner. Ron Spicer, Wally
Jenkins, Steve Murray, David Atkinson,
Kent Gates, Chuck Connors, Nancy.
Severance, Wheatley Bergen, Bill Mur¬

LP
National

Kelleher wouldn’t mind at all. ‘Great’, he

a town limitation on taxes,
which he has been proposing for three

advocacy for
years.
In fact,

his advocacy of tax limitation
finally paying off, at least partially.
While the tax limit proposal went down
to
defeat again this year, despite
Kelleher’s appeal, a glimmer of hope for
is

the future

was seen

in

a

Concord Monitor

the town meeting, “Many peo¬
ple spoke against Kelleher’s proposal, and
the vote against it was overwhelming. But
story on

his views

seem to

be embraced

—

at

least

publicly — by more people than in the
past. Last year his proposal drew hardly
a vote. But when the “ayes” were called
for this year, a small but audible minority
shouted with him.” So in these small
ways, step-by-step, Libertarian of¬
ficeholders are beginning to make a
difference. ■

Thank God We Have

A Choice Dept.:

26

;

ferences in people’s valuations of
goods
set up the conditions for market ex¬

that

change. He also neatly shows how
minimum wages lead to
unemployment

BOOK REVIEWS
by Murray N. Rothbard
Liberty Reclaimed: A New Look At
American Politics, by Jim Lewis, with
Jim Peron, 128 pages, published by
Greenhill Press, pbk. $1.95.
Murrav
as

Rothbard, sometimes known
“Mr. Libertarian”, is a Professor of

Economics and

widely published author
of books and articles on economic theory,
history, and the cause of liberty. Dr.
Rothbard is an at-large member of the

essential

ty: to educate the public in the

traditions and policies of liber¬
tarianism. From education comes recruit¬

dollars he,

many

In American

cut

as

from

more

LP Vicenext

year’s

history, Lewis points

out

libertarianism is all about. The MacBride
were vehicles for
bring¬

tion, and points to the crucial libertarian

in

reflections on position
prepared by their research staffs.
They concentrated on detailed alter¬
natives to the big two parties on the ma¬
jor political issues of their day. Their
a sense,

papers

basic stance

was on

Clark would

do

what MacBride and

in

the

unfortunately
unlikely event that they were elected
President. There were many merits to that
sort of book; in particular, a detailed criti¬
que and alternative to the important
specific issues of the time. But there are
also problems: in particular, the trap of
trying to appear “respectable” in deal¬
ing with those issues, and the unavoidable
air of unrealistic game-playing in
preten¬
ding that one is going to be elected Presi¬
dent within the year.
Jim Lewis has done

something quite
different, and to me, more congenial.
Liberty Reclaimed is in no sense the
product of a committee. It is a deeply per¬
sonal vision of what libertarianism
to

Jim Lewis. It

well

as

comes

from the heart

the mind. Even

tarianism is

means
as

though liber¬

doctrine, every person
has a different vision of it, a different em¬
phasis in accordance with his or her
special temperament and interest. Jim
Lewis

has

one

for

long been steeped in
American history, in the special liber¬
tarian promise of America and how it has
been abandoned and betrayed. In accor¬
dance with Lewis’ interest and vision,

Liberty Reclaimed has two crucial em¬
phases: the basic libertarian philosophy,
and American history as reflecting the
conflict between Liberty and Power. Both
themes are presented excellently, with
knowledge, consistency, clarity and pas¬
sion. Consequently, this book should be
an
inspiration as well as a source of in¬
sights to every libertarian, as well as a
superb way of getting our message across
to the general public.
The important point about Liberty
Reclaimed is that Jim Lewis highlights
the basic purpose of the Libertarian Par¬

of

much-touted
the Reagan

Administration.
In

none

of this does Jim Lewis

cellent

change in the American political

the

at the same time a
very different kind of
book. The MacBride and Clark books

of the

siders”

how

a

Presidential campaign books have pro¬
ved to be invaluable introductions to what

ing many people to libertarianism for the
first time. Jim Lewis’s new Liberty
Reclaimed is in that tradition, but it is

statism

“supply

important to get across the value of free
exchange, natural rights, or the libertarian
American heritage, than it is to proclaim

and

comes votes

climate. Lewis understands that it is

and

and Clark books

relieve that
spears the

pull any
punches. He is for liberty and opposed
to tyranny all the
way, and is not asham¬
ed to let everyone know it. He makes
clear, for example, that taxation is rob¬
bery, and that government is basically a
gigantic protection racket. He cites ex¬

ment, and from recruitment

President, would

an

principles

and

budget.

Party National Committee
Associate Editor of LP News.

and then to taxes to try to

unemployment, and also

Libertarian

were,

L

;

LP NEWS

libertarianism of the American
Revolution and of the Jeffersonian tradi¬

of the Ninth Amendment. He also
shows how statism came in an unbroken
nature

and disastrous line from the Federalists
to the Whigs to Lincoln, Wilson, and

FDR. He sees, too, that war has been
“the health of the State”, and that war,
from the Civil War to both World Wars,

has been the
the

major instrument by which
aggrandized its power and

State

deprived

of

us

shows how

our

liberties. He also

George Fitzhugh, the leading

pro-slavery theorist, found himself forced
bitterly all aspects of freedom,
including private property and natural
rights, in an attempt to justify the
monstrous regime of
slavery.
to attack

As

someone

American

who used

to

lecture

was

The

war

served

as

the

ex¬

for massive expansion of
federal power. This is one reason
why true advocates of a free
economy have always been ad¬
vocates
of pro-peace foreign
policies.
On the basic libertarian philosophy,
Lewis is also first-rate. He emphasizes
the natural rights of the individual, and
cuse

how

economic

freedom

is

necessarily interwoven with natural rights
and private property. Economic regula¬
tions, he demonstrates, are always and
necessarily violations of human liberty.
The personal and the economic cannot
be severed. He also effectively and
painlessly shows how everyone benefits
from free exchange, and how values are
necessarily subjective and how it is dif¬

to

the education

$16.95.
Richard Cooper is a graduate of Col¬
umbia University with emphasis on the

history of ideas. He has been active in
the LP and is currently an
export
manager based in West bury, NY. His
book reviews have been widely publish¬
ed in mainstream

as

well

as

libertarian

publications.
The Brezhnev Doctrine lives, while

Afghans die. The Soviet occupation is the
chapter in a continuing struggle to

latest

Block, Rand, and the all-

control that isolated land. The Newells

explain the unfamiliar twists and turns
Afghanistan’s modern political history
and its relationship to Soviet Com¬
munism. Their book is far superior to the
“I marched with the rebels”
style of some
journalists and rests on a solid grasp of
Afghan culture and history. Without an
axe to grind, the Newells are
sympathetic
but objective in their treatment of the
Afghan situation.
The Newells interpret modern Afghan
history as a quest for modernization,
while remaining independent of Russia

Tannehills.

of

Not the least virtue of this
inspiring lit¬
tle book is that Jim Lewis returns us to
the Nock-Oppenheimer

State is born, and has its

insight that the
continuing be¬

ing, in conquest and violence. Anti-LP
“Voluntaryists” have, in contrast, been
claiming that the State rests on voluntary
consent and hence
they are unwittingly
returning to the Establishment myth that
the State is

some sort

of association for

voluntary mutual collaboration.
Jim Lewis has given us a work that is
far more than a campaign book. It is
timeless, and takes its place as the best
available

primer

on

libertarianism for

Americans. ■

and Britain. The drive for modernization

began with King Amanullah (1919-1929)
who smashed the British in a
stunning
campaign. When the Soviets moved
against the Central Asian Muslims,

IAISSEZ FAIRE BOOKS s

at “libertarian”
forced to stop lectur¬

gratified to read, in Liberty Reclaimed.
The first successful attempt at con¬
solidating political power in the
hands of the federal government
came with the election
of Lincoln
and with the Civil War. The writ of
habeas corpus was suspended by
Lincoln, political opponents were
arrested, opposition newspapers
were shut down
by federal troops,
a draft was
first instituted, greater
tariffs were passed as was an in¬

add

by Richard A. Cooper
Struggle for Afghanistan
Newell, Nancy & Newell, Richard
S.Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press,

The

too-neglected Market for Liberty by the

on

ing on Abraham Lincoln because some
listeners objected to my negative view of
our first war dictator, I was
particularly

shows

of libertarians:

history

seminars, and

come tax.

sources to
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AN INTRODUCTION TO LIBERTARIAN LITERATURE

These classics of libertarian

thought are all written in easy-to-underlanguage. They make wonderful gifts to introduce your friends
the literature of liberty.

stand
to

THE DISCOVERY OF FREEDOM by
Rose Wilder Lane is a lyrical tribute to
the struggle of the individual against

authority, and the virtues of freedom,
qpb, 284 p
$8.95
Murray Rothbard’s FOR A NEW
LIBERTY is the basic statement of his

political philosophy. He discusses the
historical context of libertarianism,
defines its basic principles, and provides

far-reaching solutions for current prob¬
lems. qpb, 338p
$6.95
ECONOMICS IN ONE LESSON

by
Henry Hazlitt is, simply, the best primer
on

the

OUR ENEMY THE STATE

by Albert
jay Nock analyzes American history in
terms of the growth of the state power
at the expense of individual freedom,
qpb, 109p
$6.95
SPECIAL TO LP NEWS READERS:
These four books sell for $28.80. If you
order them before election day (Novem¬
ber 6), you can have all four for ONLY

$24.50

-

a

Send check

15% savings.
or

money

order payable to:

LAISSEZ FAIRE BOOK SERVICE
206 Mercer St., New York, NY 10012

free market economics. Written for

general reader, qpb, 214

p

.

.

.$5.95

THE DISCOVERY OF FREEDOM
FOR A NEW LIBERTY

ECONOMICS IN ONE LESSON
OUR ENEMY THE STATE
SET @ $24.50
SHIPPING: $2.25 US mail

or

$3.50 UPS

Shipping

Please prepay. Allow 3 weeks for delivery

□

TOTAL

Please send FREE CATALOG

Name

Address

City/State

—

—

Zip
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Amanullah aided his brethen. But after

the Arab states to aid the

the Soviet

seems

Soviets

as

victory, Amanullah used the
a
counterweight to the British

Afghans. This
impossible, given the mistrust of
states involved. I expect the Soviets

the

influences.

will

Modernization and development are
believed by the Afghan elites to

civilian

require

strong, centralized state with massive
intervention in the economy. Both East

a

and West have

poured

enormous amounts

of aid into the country to

influence its
policies. Rapid expansion of universities
led

to

an

unforeseen

result--

unemployment of elites. Unable to absorb
graduates in jobs they felt their diplomas
entitled them to, the system suffered their
resentment. Aid, including that from
America, aggravated the centralizing,
statist tendencies of the regime. Corrupt
use of the aid
encouraged dissent, which
was suppressed. The creation of a
large,
unemployed educated class with military
training (thanks to the draft) paved the
way for a Marxist takeover. The radicals
formed the People’s Democratic Party of
Afghanistan (PDPA). The Soviets train¬
ed the Army and helped their supporters
find positions in the royal government.
The PDPA favored industrialization
under

strong, centralized, and Pathan

a

dominated state. But the PDPA

was

divid¬

ed: the

Khalq (Masses) faction wanted
immediate social changes, while the Par-

tion with the
which

monarchy and the republic

succeeded

Soviet puppet, but
Russians.

it.

Parcham

Khalq

was

was

a

leery of the

The

struggle for power was Byzantine
complexity. Prime Minister Daoud
overthrew King Zahir Shah with PDPA
in its

aid in 1973. Daoud turned
and

on

his allies

they deposed him in 1978. Khalq kill¬

ed Muhammad Taraki and seized power.

Khalq’s policies spurred resistance,
they could not control. The Soviets
were concerned to see their ally losing.
The Soviets intervened, killed Khalq’s
which

Hafizullah Amin and installed puppet
Babrak Kamal.

Resistance continues in

Afghanistan.

Without aid, the Afghans cannot drive
the Soviets out. The Newells suggest joint

efforts

by America, Indian, Pakistan and

terror to

mass

LIBERTY RECLAIMED

eliminate the

Afghan population, at least along
a border zone to expose guerrillas to con¬
certed airpower.
I suggest Americans contribute to the
Afghans on their own, without reliance
on taxpayer funds. I oppose government
involvement on the Afghans’ behalf.
Private efforts are preferable.
The

Newells

have

contributed

A NEW LOOK AT AMERICAN POLITICS
BY

to

LIBERTY RECLAIMED will
prove to

that

knowing that Thomas Jefferson
This inexpensive

hands of the voting

election. This important
will be a potent tool for
libertarianism for

If you

have moved or
plan to, please send us
your address correction
or

new

address. The Post Office

will not forward LP News

as

third

specifically
agree to pay the forwarding post¬
age. We will change your address

class mail unless you

when

we

receive

a

return or cor¬

rection from the Post Office, but
you may not

receive all of

your

issues in the meantime.

keep up to date with the
Party while you’re moving on,
send your new address to:
To

LP News Address Correction

c/o Libertarian Party
7887 Katy Freeway # 385
Houston, Texas 77024

book

years to come.

LIBERTY RECLAIMED shows

what the

pieces of paper that are the counterpart
of the “deficits”, whether noninterest¬
bearing money (government currency) or
interest-bearing securities, (Treasury
bonds) are in reality the equivalent of
receipts for taxes paid.
The tax corresponding to noninterest¬
bearing money takes the form of infla¬

Founding Fathers

believed and how

we

drifted

from those

principles. More
importantly it shows how to
reclaim liberty. Every libertarian
will learn something from this
book.

new

Help Jim in his campaign to
by buying
quantity for mass distribution.

tax on all assets in nominal

form for which the interest, if any, paid
on
the asset includes an inadequate

distribute this book

allowance for inflation. The

Fill

higher the

inflation tax, the less the incentive to hold
nominal assets, so the inflation tax clearly

Beyond that, inflation is

Pages Paperback

educating people about

ed taxes and those called “deficits’’. The

as

128

become outdated after the

spends is extracted from the communi¬
ty’s resources, not solely that part financ¬
ed by what are called taxes. The
economic reality is that the government
imposes two kinds of taxes - those call¬

just

public. And

unlike many campaign books,
LIBERTY RECLAIMED will not

a

the order form below

out

and mail it in

today

to

Free

Forum Books, PO Box 119,

the taxes call¬

Meriden, CT 06450.

ed “taxes” do.

Moving On?

work has been

LIBERTY RECLAIMED in the

community as a whole, what
really a form of tax¬

has incentive effects

Libertarian.

to encourage mass
distribution. Jim’s goal is to have
tens of thousands of copies of

deficit is

a

a

priced

ation. The whole of what government

tion. It is

one

read this work without

would have been

Journal:

a

the American people
philosophy is the

American Revolution. No
can

Excerpt from “The Taxes Called
Deficits” by Milton Friedman, which ap¬
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